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To say that a set D in a topological space X is dense is to say 
that D is "well-distributed" throughout X, in the sense that the clo­
sure of D is X. It is quite possible, however, to have two such well-
distributed sets which do not intersect, e.g., the rationals and the 
irrationals in the set of reals. If, in addition, we require that two 
sets be not only dense but also open, in the space concerned, then they 
have open dense intersection. This result immediately generalizes to 
any finite collection of open dense sets, but does not, in general, 
extend to infinite intersections of open dense sets. 
That countable intersections of open dense sets are dense in 
complete metric spaces is the content of the Baire category theorem, 
the primary tool of investigation in this paper. If we agree to call a 
set nowhere dense when its closure contains no non-empty open set, first 
category when it can be written as a countable union of nowhere dense 
sets, and second category when it is not first category, then an equiva­
lent formulation of the Baire theorem is that every complete metric 
space is of second category. The Baire category theorem was proved for 
sets in the Euclidean line by R. Baire [ 1 ] , and independently by W. 
Osgood [8] about the same time. The generalization to metric spaces is 
due to F. Hausdorff [ 7 ] . 
In Chapter III we apply category arguments to some examples in 
classical analysis. The most striking result here is the classifica­
tion of continuous functions with respect to differentiability proper­
ties. The colection of all continuous real-valued functions on [0 , 1 ] , 
with the supremum metric, is a complete metric space, and therefore of 
second category. It turns out that the set of all continuous real-
valued functions on [0,1] which have a finite right-hand derivative at 
even one point is of first category. Thus there exist continuous 
nowhere-diferentiable functions. 
The Baire theorem and related theorems are particularly powerful 
in functional analysis. In linear topological spacer, which are also 
complete metric spaces, it frequently sufices to find a non-empty open 
set with a particular property. Then the linearity of the space alows 
us to extend the results to the whole space. Using essentialy this 
technique, we prove the uniform boundednes  theorem and the open mappinj 
theorem. We tnen use the open mapping theorem to prove Banach's closed 
graph theorem. 
In a measure space, we can make the underlying a-algebra into a 
pseudo-metric space by leting the distance, between two sets be the 
measure of their symmetric dilf erence. If ws take equivalence classes 
to form a metric . pace, we turn up with a complete ]".<• w .k. space. We 
can then use the Da ire theorem to deduce inicrual i .'-cut limits of 
sequences of complex measures on the original measure space. This 
technique gives us. for example, the Vital i-Harm-odKs theorem. 
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CHAPTER I I 
GENERAL THEORY AND SOME TOPOLOGICAL R E S U L T S 
S E C T I O N 1 : D E F I N I T I O N S AND ELEMENTARY R E L A T I O N S H I P S 
THERE ARE NUMEROUS WAYS I N WHICH A SET CAN BE CONSIDERED " S M A L L , " 
ONE OF THE MOST ABSOLUTE AND LEAST I N T E R E S T I N G OF WHICH I S FOR I T TO BE 
EMPTY. IN T H I S PAPER WE SHALL CONSIDER A CONCEPT IN TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
W H I C H , SPEAKING L O O S E L Y , MEASURES THE R E L A T I V E EMPTINESS OF A S E T . LET 
X BE A T O P O L O G I C A L SPACE AND LET D BE A SUBSET OF X . THEN WE SAY D I S 
dense in X I F AND ONLY I F D = X , WHERE THE BAR DENOTES C L O S U R E . S I N C E 
X I S THE LARGEST OPEN SUBSET OF I T S E L F , THE EXTREME O P P O S I T E OF D BEING 
DENSE WOULD BE FOR D TO CONTAIN NO NON-EMPTY OPEN SET IN X . ACCORDINGLY, 
WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING D E F I N I T I O N . 
I I . L D E F I N I T I O N : LET X BE A TOPOLOGICAL SPACE AND LET N BE A 
SUBSET OF X . THEN N I S S A I D TO BE nowhere dense in X I F AND ONLY I F N 
CONTAINS NO NON-EMPTY OPEN SUBSET OF X . 
TO V E R I F Y THAT THERE DO E X I S T N O N - T R I V I A L NOWHERE DENSE S E T S , 
WE PROVE THE F O.L 2 OWING MINOR R E S U L T . 
I I . 2 LEMMA: LET EA* BE N-DIMENSIONAL Evc i5c :CN S.PACE. LET A be 
A SUBSET OF E L SUCH THAT INF { | X - Y | : X c A , y e ~s x?'\ } • 0 . THEN A I S 
NOWHERE DENSE E " . 
P R O O F : THERE E X I S T S A > 0 SUCH THAT j X - Y | > A WHENEVER X E A , 
Y E A , AND X ^ Y . SUPPOSE P £ E N , P £ A . WE CLAIM THERE E X I S T S E > 0 
SUCH THAT N ( P , E ) N A = 4>, WHERE N ( P , E ) I S THE E-NEIGHBOURHOOD ABOUT P . 
'4 
Choose 0 < < — a. If N(p,£^) (~) A = cj), our claim is correct, so 
suppose there exists x £ N(p,£^) C\ A. Pick y £ A, y^x. If y £ N(p,e ), |x-y| < |x—p j + |p-y| < a which is impossible since x £ A, y £ A, and 
y^x. Now let £ = y |p —x|. Note that e > 0 since p^x. We now have N(p,e) f) A = <f>, so p is not a limit point of A. Thus A is closed since 
c 
A contains no limit points of A. It remains to show that A contains 
no non-empty open set. Suppose <J)^U C A, and U is open. Choose x £ U. 
There exists £, 0 < £ < a, such that N(x,£)CTU CIA. But this is 
impossible since if y £ A, y^x, then j x—y j > a > e. Thus U is not open. 
This completes the proof. 
The relationship between nowhere dense sets and dense sets is not 
quite as transparent as at first it might seem. For example, a set can 
be dense and have dense complement. In En the set of all points with 
rational coordinates is certainly dense, as is its complement. There do 
exist, however, some worthwhile relationships which we tabulate here for 
easy reference. ;irst we introduce an alternative cnaracterization of 
aenseness. 
II.3 Theorem: Let X be a topological space, and let D be a 
subset of X. Then D is dense in X if and only if D intersects every 
non-empty open sot in X. 
Proof: Suppose D is dense in X and there exists o->en V^<J> such 
that V n D = <}>. Mow V" is closed and D Cv". i'hus :.<C" V". But since 
V?<p, V"~ _j X
 9 so D/;X, a contradiction. Consequently, if D is dense and 
V^cf) is open, V fl ii/ij). Now suppose D intersects every non-empty open 
set V. Pick >' £ X. Since every non-empty open set Lrter'sects D, every 
neighbourhood of x intersects D, and consequent 1y x c But x e X was 
0 
A R B I T R A R Y ; THUS X = D AND D I S D E N S E . T H I S COMPLETES THE P R O O F . 
T H I S C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N OF DENSENESS WILL BE USEFUL I N E S T A B L I S H I N G 
THE FOLLOWING R E S U L T S . 
I I . 4 THEOREM: LET X BE A TOPOLOGICAL S P A C E . THEN: 
( I ) A F I N I T E I N T E R S E C T I O N OF DENSE OPEN SETS I N X I S DENSE IN X . 
( I I ) A F I N I T E UNION OF NOWHERE DENSE SETS I N X I S NOWHERE DENSE 
I N X . 
( I I I ) I F E I S NOWHERE DENSE I N X , E I S DENSE I N X . 
( I V ) I F E I S CLOSED AND E I S DENSE IN X , THEN E I S NOWHERE 
DENSE I N X . 
PROOF: ( I ) LET V , V . , V BE DENSE OCEN SETS AND LET 
1 2' N 
N 
V = f\ V . . I T S U F F I C E S TO SHOW V I N T E R S E C T S EVERY NON-EMPTY OPEN SET 
I = L 1 
OF X . LET U BE NON-EMPTY AND OPEN. S I N C E I S D E N S E , 0 UV<J). 
S I N C E V I S O P E N , V f] U I S OPEN. T H U S , V 0 U I S A NON-EMPTY OPEN S E T . 
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T H E R E F O R E , V O ( V 0 U ) - ( (~| V . ) FL U I S OPEN AND N O N - E M P T Y , S I N C E V 
I = L 1 K 
I S OPEN AND D E N S E . REPEATING T H I S PROCEDURE I T FOLLOWS THAT ( PJ V . ] U 
I = L 
I S OPEN AND NON-EMPTY FOR EACH K < N . IN P A R T I C U L A R , V f] U = 
N 
( N V _ . ) N U t 
1=1 M 
( I I ) LET N , N ^ , ' « - , N T BE NOWHERE DENSE S E T S , AND LET N - ^ N . . 
M ~ ' I = L 
NOW N = Y N . . SUPPOSE U I S A NON-EMPTY OPEN S E T , U C N . NOTE THAT 
I = L M M 
( N ) C < L 7 U ° . BUT N = [J N. ; THUS 0 ( N . ) C C T I T . FOR EACH I , S I N C E N . 
I = L 1 I = L \ 1 
CONTAINS NO N O C - ^ M P T Y OPEN S E T , (I\I. I N T E R S E C T S R.*ERY NON-EMPTY 
OPEN S E T . AL SO ( N . ) ' I S OPEN S I N C E h. I S C L O S E D . T N U S , BY ( I ) , 
M ' M 
f\ ( N . ) ° I S D E N S E . CONSEQUENTLY, ( N ) ^ F \ U - (N_. "JC ( | U i <P. BUT 
I = L 1 * I = I 
( N ) ° C Z U ° , SO (K T ) C 0 U = 4>. T H I S I S CLEARLY A C O N T R A D I C T I O N , SO WE 
CANNOT HAVE A NON-EMPTY OPEN SET CONTAINED I N N. THUS N I S NOWHERE 
D E N S E . 
( I I I ) S I N C E E I S NOWHERE D E N S E , E CONTAINS NO NON-EMPTY OPEN 
C . C 
S E T . HENCE, E I N T E R S E C T S EVERY NON-EMPTY OPEN SET AND E I S D E N S E . 
C 
( I V ) S I N C E E I S C L O S E D , E = E . S I N C E E I S D E N S E , EVERY NON-
C 
EMPTY OPEN SET I N T E R S E C T S E , AND THUS NO NON-EMPTY OPEN SET I S CON­
T A I N E D I N E ( = E ) . CONSEQUENTLY, E I S NOWHERE D E N S E . T H I S COMPLETES THE 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. 
I N ( I I ) OF I I . 4 WE SHOWED THAT A F I N I T E UNION OF NOWHERE DENSE 
S E T S I S NOWHERE D E N S E . I T TURNS OUT THAT T H I S RESULT DOES NOT GENERALIZE 
TO I N F I N I T E U N I O N S . TO SEE T H I S , WE TAKE THE SPACE TO BE E^~ AND ASSUME 
THE R A T I O N A L NUMBERS HAVE BEEN ENUMERATED BY { R , R , • • • } . FOR EACH 
N > 1 , LET A BE THE O N E - P O I N T SET { R } . EACH A I S NOWHERE D E N S E , BUT 
N N N 
A = U A I S THE SET OF R A T I O N A L S , DENSE IN E^~. I N T H I S EXAMPLE WE 
N>L N ^ 
HAVE THE WORST P O S S I B L E DEPARTURE FROM WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN D E S I R E D , 
I . E . , A I S NOT ONLY NOT NOWHERE D E N S E , A I S D E N S E . N E V E R T H E L E S S , WE 
HAVE GREAT THINGS I N MIND FOR SETS WHICH CAN BE WRITTEN A S COUNTABLE 
UNIONS OF NOWHERE DENSE S E T S . 
I I . 5 D E F I N I T I O N : LET X BE a TOPOLOGICAL SPACE AND LET A BE 
A SUBSET OF X . THEN A I S S A I D TO BE of the first category in the sense 
of Baire I F AND ONLY I F THERE E X I S T S A SEQUENCE OF SETS I E . } . , SUCH 
J J
 I I = L 
THAT EACH E. I S NOWHERE DENSE IN X AND A = ( J E_. . A SET I S S A I D TO BE 
1
 I > L 1 
of the second category in the sense of Baire I F AND ONLY I F I T I S NOT A 
SET OF THE F I R S T CATEGORY I N THE SENSE OF B A I R E . 
IN THE SEQUEL WE SHALL FREQUENT REFER TO A SET AS A " F I R S T C A T E ­
GORY S E T " OR a "SECOND CATEGORY S E T , " WITH THE obvious MEANING. 
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First category sets and second category sets are often referred to as 
MEAGER and N O N - M E A G E R 3 respectively. We shall call a set R E S I D U A L if 
and only if it is the complement of a set of first category. 
It is a curious fact that few relationships exist between the 
notion of category and other schemes of classifying sets. We exhibit 
examples of each of the following types of sets: 
(i) A non-empty open set of first category. 
(ii) A first category set of positive measure. 
(iii) An uncountably infinite set of first category. 
(iv) A dense set of first category. 
(v) A first category subset of [0,1] with Lebesgue measure 1. 
Example (i): Let X be the set of all rational numbers with the 
relative topology inherited from E \ Assume X has been enumerated: 
{rn,r^, •°•} . For each n > 1, let A = {r }. Now each A is closed. 1 2 n n n 
Pi +< q Suppose r = p/q, p and q integers. Now r = lim and each r r
 n ^ n . q. 
p. + q -1-
1 c 
s z A . Thus II.4, (iv) tells us that each A is nowhere dense qi n n 
in X. But X = \J A and X is open in itself. 
n>l n 
Example (ii): Let X = [0,1] and let 0 < z < 1. Recall how, in 
the construction of the Cantor ternary set, one removes, in the nth 
n~~ 1 n 
stage, 2 open intervals each of measure (1/3) . Then the measure 
of the set of all points taken out is 1. If at the nth stage (we are 
counting the stages from zero instead of from one) one removes 2 n 
intervals each of measure z , we get a remaining set of measure 
oo 
^ 2 n 2 
1 - ; 2 z . Letting z - zl , this gives measure 1-e to the L
n n ° n
 to 
n=0 
remaining set. This set is nowhere dense, as is the Cantor ternary set. 
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Since it is nowhere dense it is trivially of first category. 
Example (iii): Since each of the Cantor-type sets described 
above is uncountable, our second example suffices. 
Example (iv): The set of all rationals is dense in E^ " and is of 
first category in E^ ", as was shown earlier. 
Example (v): For each n > 1 , let be a Cantor type set of 
Lebesgue measure 1 - —. Recall that each A is nowhere dense in [ 0 , 1 ] , 
n n 
so A = (J A is of first category in [ 0 , 1 ] . Let m denote Lebesgue 
n>l 
measure on [ 0 , 1 ] . Now m(A) < 1 since ACT [ 0 , 1 ] . But m(A) > 1 - — for 
n 
every n > 1 , since each A ^  A. Thus, m(A) = 1 . 
At this juncture it might seem that category is not a very potent 
concept, inasmuch as it neither implies nor is implied by some of the 
more familiar properties of sets in topological spaces and measure 
spaces. We can best dispel this idea by describing the general theme 
of the applications of category theory. Let X be a topological space. 
Suppose we wish to prove the existence of at least one element x e X 
which has a given property P. Since the empty set is obviously of first 
category in X, it would certainly suffice to show {x: x e X, x has 
property P} is of second category. Similarly, if we already knew that 
X was of second category in itself, it would suffice to show that 
{x: x e X, x does not have property P} was of first category in X. 
Using these ideas we shall be able to exhibit some very interesting, 
useful, and sometimes surprising, results. 
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Section 2: The Main Theorems 
In this section we shall present those results which will be of 
the most use later. Before getting to the heart of the matter, we shall 
recall some topological notions which will be found useful. A topo­
logical space is a Hausdorff space if and only if every pair of distinct 
points can be separated by disjoint open sets. A space is locally 
compact if and only if every point has a neighbourhood with compact 
closure. A pseudo-metric is a function with all the properties of a 
metric except point separation, i.e., if (X,d) is a pseudo-metric space 
it is possible for there to exist x e X and y e X, x i y, such that 
d(x,y) = 0 . A pseudo-metric space is a metric space if and only if it 
is Hausdorff. A regular space is a Hausdorff space which also has the 
property that a closed set and a point not in that closed set can be 
separated by disjoint open sets. We state the following two lemmas 
without proof, since their proofs are standard and readily available 
(see, for example, Dugundji [5], p. 141 and p. 238). 
11.6 Lemmas Every locally compact Hausdorff space is regular. 
11.7 Lemma: A Hausdorff space X is regular if, and only if, 
whenever x e X and U is an open set containing x there exists an open 
set V such that x e V C V C U . 
11.8 Definition: A topological space X is called a Baire space 
if and only if the intersection of every countable collection of open 
dense sets in X is dense in X. 
Now we shall establish some fundamental results concerning Baire 
spaces, and show that some very important spaces are Baire spaces. Our first 
theorem is a very general form of the celebrated Baire category theorem. 
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II.9 Theorem: Every locally compact Hausdorff space is a Baire 
space . 
Proof: Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let 
CO . {D.}. , be a sequence of open dense sets in X. Let D = fj D.. It 
1 i=l l i>l 
suffices to show D f) U i- <J>, where U is an arbitrary non-empty open 
set. Since is dense, U ^ cj), and since is open, FL U is 
open. Since X is regular we can find a non-empty open set B^ such that 
B^ Cl O U. Now D B^ is non-empty and open, so we can find an open 
set B^ such that B^ClD^ C\ B . Proceeding inductively, we obtain a 
CO — _ 
sequence {B } . such that for each n > 1, B CUD II B
 n, and each B 
^ n n=l n n > 1 n-1 n 
_ , — _ _ CO 
is open. Since B <~~ B . , B C_ B . , so {B } , is a contracting 
n n-1 n n-1 n n=l 
sequence of closed sets. Since X is locally compact, we can assume B^ 
is compact. Thus, we have a contracting sequence of non-empty compact 
sets. Consequently, B = f\ B. is non-empty. Since B C D f] L) for 
i>l 1 n n 
each n > 1, B C D C\ U for each n > 1. So B C D f \ U . But B i <f), and 
n 
thus D f)U i- <|> • This completes the proof. 
We notice that the crucial factors in the above proof were the 
ability to put the closures of open sets inside open sets and the 
guarantee that the intersection of a contracting sequence of non-empty 
compact sets is non-empty. These factors will be crucial in proofs of 
more of the critical theorems. 
•Now that we have assumed ourselves that the class of all Baire 
spaces is indeed a large class, we shall derive some properties of 
general Baire spaces. Both of the next two theorems are generaliza­
tions of results due to Baire. 
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oo 
11.10 Theorem: Let X be a Baire space and let { A } , be a 
r
 n n=l 
countable closed covering of X . Then at least one A contains a non-
n 
empty open set. 
n c c 
_ _ , , A = <j>. But since each A is V, n n>l n T n 
n>l 
c 
open and X is a Baire space, at least one of the A ^ is not dense, say 
c . c 
A . Since A is not dense, there exists a non-empty open set U such 
n n 
o o 
that A 0 U = <J>. Now U C A , and the proof is complete, 
o o 
11.11 Definition: If X is a topological space and A C T X , the 
interior of A is the set A ° = \J{U: U is open, U C Z A } , i.e., A ° is the 
largest open set contained in A . 
11.12 Theorem: In a Baire space, a set of first category has 
empty interior. 
oo 
Proof: Let X be a Baire space, and let {B } , be a sequence of 
n n=l 
nowhere dense sets. Let B = U , B . Suppose U is an open set, U O B . 
n>l n r r 
We need to show U = <f>. Since B B for all n > 1, U B C U B , 
r
 n n n>l n n>l n 
so U C ^ B . Thus O . (B ) CCTU C. Now for each n > 1, since B con-
n>l n n>l n n 
c 
tains no open set, ) intersects every open set and is therefore 
dense. Since B is closed, its complement is open, and since X is a 
n 
Baire space we have f\ (B ) C is dense in X . Hence, X = 
_ _ _ _ n>l n 
() (B ) CCIU C = U° since U° is closed. Thus, X = U C and U = <f>. This 1
 ' n 
n^l 
completes the proof. 
11.13 Corollary: In a Baire space, a set of first category has 
dense complement. 
Proof: Let X be a Baire space and let B C X be of first category. 
o c Now B = (J), so B contains no non-empty open set. Thus., B intersects 
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every non-empty open set and is dense. This completes the proof. 
When we proved our first form of the Baire category theorem, 
we hypothesized the Hausdorff property, but then only used it 
indirectly. To be sure, our proof breaks down badly if we discard 
this property, but it turns out that in some more restricted spaces 
it is unnecessary. Let (X,d) be a pseudo-metric space, and let 
CO 
{x n> n_^ be a Cauchy sequence m X, i.e., for every e > 0 there exists 
a positive integer N such that n > N and m > N imply d(x ,x ) < e. r r J
 n m 
If every such sequence converges in X, we call (X,d) a complete pseudo-
metric space. Note that, in general, convergent sequences in pseudo-
metric spaces need not have unique limits; the Hausdorff property is 
needed to ensure this, and, in general, pseudo-metric spaces are not 
Hausdorff. Be that as it may, complete pseudo-metric spaces do turn 
out to be Baire spaces. 
11.14 Theorem: Every complete pseudo-metric space is a Baire 
space. 
Proof: Let (X,d) be a complete pseudo-metric space, and let 
{D.}. , be a sequence of open dense sets in X, with D = .H D.. Now we l 1=1 H v i>l l 
let U be a non-empty open set in X and show D f] U ? <J> by a method 
highly reminiscent of one used previously. For x e X and r > 0, we 
again write N(x,r) = {y: y e X, d(x,y) < r}. Tz need not be that 
N(x,r) = {y: y e X, d(x,y) < r},but we do have N(x,r) CZ{y: y e X, 
d(x,y) < r}. In particular r < r implies N(x,r1 ) CN(x,r ). 
Now since is open and dense, U is open and non-empty. Pick 
x e D 0 U and find r , 0 < r1 < 1, such that N(x ,2r ) C D 1 fl u -
This can be done since D (\ U is open. Now N(x ,r, ) C D H U. 
1 3 
Since is open and dense, i^ fl N(x^,r^) is open and non-empty. Pick 
x 2 e D 2 RIN(x 1,r 1) and find 0 < v 2 < ~, such that N(x 2,r 2) C D 2 f] 
N(xn,r.). Proceeding inductively, find x and r , 0 < r < —, such 1 1 n n n n 
that Ki,x ,r ) CZ D f] N(x
 n ,r n ) . Now this procedure generates a n n n n-1 n-1 
oo 
sequence {x }
 n . Since each N(x ,r ) is contained the previous one, n n=l n n 
x. and x. are in N(x ,r ) if i > n and i > n. Hence d(x.,x.) < l TJ n n l TJ 
oo 
d(x.,x ) + d(x ,x.) < 2/n, and the sequence {x }
 n is Cauchy. Since i n n TJ ' ^ n n=l 
X is complete, there exists x £ X such that lim x = x. (There may be 
n-*» 
more than one, but we only need one.) Since each x £ N(xn ,r n), it 
N I L 
follows that x e N(x^,r^). But N(x^,r^j C~U, so x £ U. For each 
n > 1, {x.}. CZTN(x ,r ) CL.D . Since N(x ,r ) is closed, this says ii=n n n n n n 
x £ N(X ,r ), and thus x £ D . But n was arbitrary so x £ D , for each 
n n n J n 
n > 1. Thus x £ D = P D . But we have already established that 
n>l 
x £ U. Consequently, x £ D fl U. In particular, D f] U i- cj>. This com­
pletes the proof. 
We state the following obvious corollary without proof. 
11.15 Corollary: Every complete metric space is a Baire space. 
11.16 Corollary: Every complete pseudo-metric space (and 
therefore every complete metric space) is of the second category with 
respect to itself. 
Proof: Let X be a complete pseudo-metric space, and assume X 
oo 
is of first category m itself. Let >-E^ .k_^  be a sequence of nowhere 
dense sets such that X = E. . Since each E. is nowhere dense, E. 
LKL L L I 
— c 
contains no non-empty set. Hence (E^ ,) intersects every non-empty open 
— c 
set and is therefore dense. But each (E^) is open, and X is a Baire 
space, so f] (E.) C is dense in X. Since X = (J E., |°| (E.) C = cj>. 
i>l 1 i>l i>l 
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Since <j> = <j> and X is non-empty, this is a contradiction, so X is not of 
first category, i.e., X is of second category. This completes the 
proof. 
This last result shall prove to be one of our most useful tools 
in the ensuing analysis„ 
Section 3: Some Essentially Topological Results 
Before moving on to some analysis-oriented applications, we shall 
investigate some topological aspects of Baire spaces and some uses of 
category theorems in general topology. As always in topology, we shall 
desire to know under what conditions continuous images of Baire spaces 
are Baire spaces and under what conditions subspaces of Baire spaces 
are Baire spaces „ 
11.17 Theorem: Let X be a Baire space, and let Y be a topo­
logical space. Let f: X -> Y be a continuous open onto mapping. Then 
Y is a Baire space „ 
CO 
Proof: Let {D.}.
 n be a sequence of open dense sets in Y, and i 1=1 ^ 
let D = n D. „ We need to show D 0 V ? <b where V is an arbitrary i£l i 
non-empty open set in Y 0 For each i > 1, let A_^  = f """(D^ ). Each A_^  
is open by the continuity of f. We now fix i and show A^ is dense in 
X „ Let U be a non-empty open set in X. Now f(U)CY is open since 
f is an open mapping. Thus f(U) f) D. i- <j>. Pick y e f(U) f) D^. Now 
find x in U such that f(x) = y. This can be done since f is onto. Now 
f(x) e D., so x e A.. But x e U , soU/|A. d>, and A. is dense in X. i i i i 
But i here was arbitrary, so A = f| A. is dense since X is a Baire 
1 2 1 1
 -i 
space. Let W be a non-empty open set in Y. Now f (W) is open and is 
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non-empty since f is onto. Thus A f| f 1(W) ± c}>. Pick x e A f] f "*"(W). 
Now x e f ~^(W), so f(x) e W. Also xeA. for each i > 1, so f(x) e D. 
1 ~ 1 
for each i £ 1. Thus, f(x) e D and consequently f(x) e D (~) W. There­
fore D n W I- <j>, and the proof is complete. 
11.18 Theorem: An open subset of a Baire space is a Baire 
space. 
Proof: Let X be a Baire space, A an open subset of X, and 
. 0 0 {D.}. , a sequence of open sets dense m A. Since A is open m X and 
I i=l 
each is open in A, each is open in X. Now, leting all closure 
operations be taken with respect to the parent space X, we have A CD. and therefore AdD. for each i. Now let B. = D. |i(A)C for 
I I I I W 
each i„ Clearly each B^ is open as a union of open sets. Since 
Bi = D\(J (A)C73A \ J ( A ) C Z D A U(A)C = X for each i > 1, each Bi is 
dense in X. Thus {B.}.
 n is a sequence of open dense sets in X. Sine 
1 i = l X is a Baire space, B = F] B. is dense in X. But B = Q B. = 
_ i*l 3 _ i:>l 1 
( I (Di U(A)C) = ( n V \ J A F = D (J(A)C, where D = f| D„. So i>l i^ l i£l 
D [_7(A)C is dense in X. Let U be an arbitrary non-empty open set in A 
Now (D |J(A)C) fl U I cj>9 since U is also open in X. But (D (J(A)C) f] U (D 0 U) (J ((A)C F] U) = D F]U, since U C A implies (A)C F] U = tj>. Thus, 
D F] U I- <j>, and D is dense in A. Hence A is a Baire space, since 
0 0 . . {D.}. , was an arbitrary sequence of open sets dense m A. This com-
1 i = l 
pletes the proof. 
Now suppose X and Y are separable and metric (we call a space 
SEPARABLE if and only if it has a countable dense subset), We shal 
call a mapping cj> '• X -> E1 UPPER S E M I - C O N T I N U O U S if and only if 
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{ x : x £ X , <f)(x) < a } i s open in X f o r e v e r y r e a l a . Let a be a c o l l e c ­
t i o n o f p a i r w i s e d i s j o i n t s u b s e t s o f X. We c a l l a an upper semi-
continuous collections i f and o n l y i f _ { A : A e a, A d U } i s open f o r 
e v e r y open U C Z X . I f D i s a subse t o f X , we d e f i n e the diameter of 
D3 6 ( D ) , by 5 (D) = sup { d ( x , y ) s x e D, y e D } . For each p o s i t i v e 
i n t e g e r k , we d e f i n e a f u n c t i o n e^ from the power se t o f X t o the 
ex tended r e a l s by e, ( A ) - i n f { max 6 ( A . ) } , where A , • • • , A i s a decom-
K , , . 1 _L K 
l<,i<k 
p o s i t i o n o f A i n t o p a i r w i s e d i s j o i n t non-empty s u b s e t s , and the infimum 
i s t aken o v e r a l l such d e c o m p o s i t i o n s . I f f : X Y, we d e f i n e f o r x e X, 
e R ( x ) ~- e k [ f " X { f(x)}) • This n o t a t i o n w i l l be unambiguous s i n c e at a l l 
t i m e s our a t t e n t i o n w i l l be r e s t r i c t e d t o a p a r t i c u l a r f . Our nex t two 
r e s u l t s a re due t o G. T. Whyburn [ I I ] and p r o v i d e us wi th a r a t h e r 
p l e a s i n g v iew o f t h i n g s which can be done wi th Baire c a t e g o r y t h e o r y . 
The f i r s t r e s u l t mere ly l a y s groundwork f o r the second and does not use 
c a t e g o r y . 
11 .19 Theorem: Let f : X y be c o n t i n u o u s and o n t o , where X 
and y a re s e p a r a b l e m e t r i c s p a c e s . Suppose t he d e c o m p o s i t i o n o f X 
i n t o s e t s o f the form f ^ " ( { y } ) , y e Y, i s upper s e m i - c o n t i n u o u s . Then 
the f u n c t i o n e ^ , k f i x e d , i s upper s e m i - c o n t i n u o u s . 
P r o o f : Let N be an a r b i t r a r y r e a l number, and l e t 
U = { x : x e X , e , ( x ) < N } . We need t o show U i s o p e n . P i ck y c U and 
K 
l e t h = \ [N - e. ( y ) ] . Now e. ( y ) = N - 3h. S ince N - 3h i s e, (A), 
O K "K K 
-1 r 
where A = f [ { f ( y ) } J , t h e r e e x i s t s a d e c o m p o s i t i o n o f A i n t o k d i s j o i n t 
s u b s e t s AlSAn,---,A. such tha t 6 ( A . ) < N-2h f o r i = l , - - - , K O Now, l e t -1 2 k I 
t i n g U ( B ) = { x : x e X , d ( x , B ) < r } f o r B C X , we c l a i m U ( A ) = 
17 
k 
(J U, (A.). I f x e U, ( A ) , t h e r e e x i s t s a e A such tha t d ( a , x ) < h . 
. . h 1 h i = l 
But a i s in some A . , so x i s i n some t l ( A . ) and i s t h e r e f o r e in 
l h i 
k k 
( J u h ( A . j _ ) - S i m i l a r l y , x e [j ^ ( A ^ ) i m p l i e s the re e x i s t s i such tha t 
i = l i = l 
x e U ^ ( A ^ ) , so t h e r e i s a £ A. such tha t d ( a , x ) < h . But a e A^CZ A, 
so x e U h(A). Now 6[Uh(Ai)] < 6 ( A i ) + 2h < N f o r i = 1, • •• , k . Let 
V = [j f " " " ( { y } ) , where the union i s t aken o v e r a l l y e Y such tha t 
f _ 1 ( { y } ) C Z Uh(A) . S ince we h y p o t h e s i z e d tha t { f _ 1 ( { y } ) : y e Y} i s an 
upper s e m i - c o n t i n u o u s d e c o m p o s i t i o n , V i s open . A l s o i f f "'"(y) CTU,(A) , 
k 
then f _ 1 ( y ) = f " X ( y ) / I u ( A ) = f _ 1 ( y ) f] I ( J U (A ) ] 
k _ _ i = l 
= U ^ f ( y ) / I U h ( A . ) ] . But <5[f 1 ( y ) f] U h(A i)] < 6 [ U h ( A . ) ] < N f o r 1 = 1 1
 -1 1 -1 
each i . Now i f p e V, f [ f ( p ) ] C V by d e f i n i t i o n o f V. So f ( p ) 
k _ _ 
= U C f ( p ) A l u ( A . ) ] . But max 6 [ f ( p ) / l u , ( A . ) ] < N, s i n c e each 
i = l 1 l < j < k 1 
i s l e s s than N and t h e r e are o n l y f i n i t e l y many. So the g r e a t e s t l o w e r 
bound o f a l l such maxima i s l e s s than N, i . e . , e ^ ( p ) < N. Now 
x £ V C U J A ) , and s i n c e each 6[U , ( A . ) ] i s l e s s than N, e.[U , ( A ) ] < N h h i k h 
and U ^ ( A ) d U. So f o r x e U we have found an open s e t V such tha t 
x £ V CZ U. Thus, U i s open and the p r o o f i s c o m p l e t e . 
Now i f f : X -> Y i s o n t o we s h a l l c a l l f k-fold i f and o n l y i f 
f ^ ( y ) c o n t a i n s at l e a s t k p o i n t s , f o r e ach y e Y. We s h a l l c a l l f 
i r r e d u c i b l y k - f o l d i f and o n l y i f f i s k - f o l d and whenever D CZX i s a 
p r o p e r c l o s e d subse t then t h e r e e x i s t s y £ Y such tha t D f] f ^~(y) has 
l e s s than k e l e m e n t s . Our next theorem i s Whyburn's major r e s u l t i n 
[11] , and we s h a l l f i n d tha t i t r e l i e s h e a v i l y on c a t e g o r y t h e o r y . 
We r e c a l l t ha t a compact m e t r i c space i s c o m p l e t e . 
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11.20 Theorem: Let X be a compact separable metric space and 
let Y be a separable metric space. Also let f: X •> Y be continuous and 
onto. Then f is irreducibly k-fold if and only if {x: x e X , f "'"[f(x)] 
has exactly k points} is dense in X . 
Proof: Let D = {x: x e X , f "'"[f(x)] has exactly k points}. 
Suppose D is dense in X . Let A d X be an arbitrary proper closed sub­
set. Now A° is a non-empty open set, so D D A° i cj>, i.e., there exists 
c -1 
x e A such that f [f(x)] has exactly k points. But since 
x e f "'"[f(x)], this says f "'"[f(x)] has at most k-1 points in A. But A 
was an arbitrary proper closed subset of X , so f is irreducibly k-fold 
on X . 
Now suppose f is irreducibly k-fold on X . Let U be an open 
set, U d X , and let U(f) = {x: x e X , f _ 1(f (x)) CZ U } . By the previous 
theorem, if we can show U(f) is open we will have shown e is upper 
K 
semi-continuous. We shall show X - U(f) is closed. Let x be a limit 
oo 
point of X - U(f), and let "txj_^-j_^ ^ " U(f) converge to x. For each 
-1 i c i > 1 find y. e f (f(x.)) such that y. i I). Now U is a closed subset 
I l l T 
OO 0 0 
of compact X , so ^ Y ^ ^ - ^ ^ a s a c o r i V e rg^ nf subsequence {y^ *n-± s u c n 
n 
that lim y. - y 1 U. Now f(y. ) = f(x. ) for each n > 1, so l T I I 
n-**> n n n 
f(y) = f(x) and y e f_1(f(x)). Thus x e X - U(f) since y U. So 
U(f) is open and e, is upper semi-continuous. 
K 
For each positive integer n, let V = {x: x e X , e. (x) < — }. 
n k n 
Now each V is open by the upper semi-continuity of e, . Fix n and let 
n K 
1 c 
U be a non-empty open set such that 6 ( U ) < — . Now U is a proper 
c 
closed subset of X , so there is y e Y such that U contains at most 
19 
k-1 points of f ^(y). Thus, f ^(y) is contained in U united with at 
most k-1 additional points. So f ^(y) has a decomposition into k sets 
each of diameter less than 1/n. So x e f ^(y) implies e-|<(x) < 1/n. 
But U Df "^ (y) i 4>, so there is x e U such that e^( x) < l/n- Thus, 
(~\ U ± cj) for every non-empty open set of diameter less than 1/n. If 
an open set U has <5(U) > 1/n, U certainly contains an open set of 
diameter less than 1/n, so V^ A U ^ <J> for every non-empty open set 
CO 
U X. So each V is dense in X. Thus {V } . is a sequence of open 
n n n=l 
dense sets in X, a complete metric space. Consequently, V = f\ V. is 
i>l 1 
dense, by 11.15. But V = ^ {x: x c X, e^Cx) < 1/i} = {x: x e X, 
i>l 
e^(x) = 0}, and the zeros of e^ are dense in X. But e^( x) ~ 0 implies 
f ^(f(x)) has < k elements. Since f is k-fold, every f ^ "(fCx)) has > k 
elements, so V = D, and D is dense in X. This completes the proof. 
Now that we have demonstrated the power of category in topology, 




APPLICATIONS TO CLASSICAL ANALYSIS 
Section 1 : Some Particular Complete Metric Spaces 
We shall now assume, with no further comment, that the set of 
all real numbers with the usual topology, denoted E"*", is a complete 
metric space, i.e., every Cauchy sequence of real numbers has a unique 
limit. Frequently we shall be concerned more with closed subsets of 
E^ " than with E^ " itself, so we shall prove the following useful result. 
III.l Theorem: Every closed subset of a complete metric space 
is complete. 
Proof: Let (X,d) be a complete metric space with D a closed subset 
CO CO 
of X. Let {x } , be a Cauchy sequence m D. Since D C X , {x } 
n n=l n n=l 
is also a Cauchy sequence in X, and thus there exists x e X such that 
x = lim x . Now, given e > 0, there exists a positive integer N such 
that n > N implies d(x ,x) < e. Since each x is in D, this says that c
 n n 
every e-neighbourhood of x intersects D, in which case x e D. But D 
CO 
is closed, so x e D. Since {x }
 n was an arbitrary Cauchy sequence in 
n n=l 
D, this asserts that D, considered as a space, is complete. This com­
pletes the proof. 
This theorem tells us in particular that every closed interval 
[a,b], b > a, is a complete metric space. Now for each [a,b], we let 
C[a,b] denote the set of all continuous real-valued functions on [a,b]. 
Now fix a and b, and for f e C[a,b] and g e C[a,b], let 
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d(f,g) = max {|f(x) - g(x)|: x e [a,b]}. Since [a,b] is compact and 
|f-g| is continuous whenever f and g are, d(f,g) is well-defined for f 
and g in C[a,b]. Since d(f,g) is the maximum of a set of non-negative 
real numbers, clearly d(f,g) > 0 for any f and g in C[a,b]. If 
d(f,g) = 0 , then |f(x) - g(x)| = 0 for all x e [a,b] and hence f(x) = 
g(x) for all x in [a,b]. Thus, d(f,g) = 0 implies f = g. Since 
|f(x) - g(x)| = |g(x) - f(x)| for every x e [a,b], d(f,g) = d(g,f). 
Now let f,g, and h be in C[a,b]. Then 
d(f,g) = max{|f(x) - g(x)|: a <; x < b} 
= max{|f(x) - h(x) + h(x) - g(x)|: a < x < b} 
< max{|f(x) - h(x)| + |h(x) - g(x)|: a < x < b} 
< max{|f(x) - h(x)|: a < x < b} + 
max{|h(x) - g(x)|: a < x < b} 
= d(f,h) + d(h,g). 
This last inequality, called the triangle inequality, along with the 
previous remarks, shows that d is metric, called the uniform metric, and 
that (C[a,b],d) is a metric space. Hereafter we shall denote (C[a,b],d) 
simply by C[a,b] and assume the metric to be understood. Now we shall 
show that this metric space is complete. 
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III.2 Theorem: Let a and b be real, b > a. Then C[a,b] is a 
complete metric space. 
oo 
Proof: Let ^ n ^ n - j _ ^e a Cauchy sequence in C[a,b]. Given e > 0 
there exists a positive integer N such that n > N and m > N implies 
|f (x) - f (x)| < d(f ,f ) < e 1
 n m 1 n m 
oo 
for each x e [a,b], so ^ n ^ x ^ n - j _ ^ s a Cauchy sequence of real numbers 
for each x in [a,b]. Define f on [a,b] by 
f(x) = lim f (x). 
n 
n - > c o 
Now we show f is continuous. Let e > 0 be given and fix x e [a,b]. 
Find N so that n > N and m > N implies d(f ,f ) < e / 5 . Now find 6 > 0 
r
 n m 
such that |x-y| < 6 implies |f (x) - f (y)| < e / 5 . This can be done 
since f.T is continuous. Now let y be such that x-y| < 6 and find N J 
n > N and m > N such that |f(x) - f (x)| < e / 5 and |f(y) - fm(y) | < e / 5 . 
Now 
|f(x)-f(y)| = |f(x) - f n ( x ) + f n ( x ) - f N ( x ) + f N ( x ) - fN(y) 
< |f(x) -f ( x ) | + |f ( x ) - f N ( x ) | + | f „ ( x ) - f N(y)| 
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m J f(y) 
< e/5 + e/5 + e/5 + e/5 + e/5 = 
Thus, f is continuous on [a,b] since x e [a,b] was arbitrary. 
We now show d(f ,f)->0asn->°°. Fix e > 0 and find N such 
n 
that n > N and m > N implies d(f ,f ) < e/2. Let n > N. Now for 
n m 
x e [a,b], 
f(x) - f (x) < f(x) - f (x) + f (x) - f (x)|. 
n m m n 
Choose m so large that m > N and that f(x) - f (x) < e/2 (note that 
1
 m 1 
although m may depend on x, n does not). With m so chosen, we have 
|f(x) - f (x)| < e. But x was arbitrary, so d(f,f ) < e for n > N, and 1
 n 1 J n 
the proof is complete. 
Armed with these results, we shall in Section 2 exploit the com­
pleteness of the reals and closed subsets of the reals, and in Section 
3 we shall use the completeness of C[a,b]. 
Section 2: Some Properties of Repeated 
Integration and Repeated Differentiation 
Suppose f is a continuous real-valued function on [0,1]. Let f 
t 
be any antiderivative of f, i.e., f^  satisfies f = f on [0,1]. Pro­
ceeding inductively, assume that f ,* * *,f have been chosen, where k is 
J. K 
a positive integer. Then let f be any function on [0,1] such that 
K T -L 
f^+^ = f^  on [0,1]. Now by this scheme we have generated a sequence 
CO {f } , of real-valued functions on [0,1]. Now suppose that some f. 
n n=l k 
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were identically zero on [ 0 , 1 ] . Then by differentiating k consecutive 
times it follows that f is identically zero on [ 0 , 1 ] . It turns out 
that with much less information than that some f^  is identically zero, 
we can still assert that f is the zero function on [ 0 , 1 ] . 
OO 
III.3 Theorem: Suppose f and {f } . are as described above, 
n n=l 
and suppose furthermore that for each x e [0,1] there is at least one 
index k such that f^tx) - 0 - Then f(x) = 0 for every x in [ 0 , 1 ] . 
Proof: For each integer k, let E = {x: 0 < x < 1, f,(x) = 0 } . 
Note that each E, is closed. By hypothesis, [ 0,1] = U E . Since 
K 1 K 
[0,1] is a complete metric space, and therefore a Baire space, this 
asserts that there is at least one E, which is not nowhere dense, i.e., 
k 
E^ contains a non-empty open set, say . Now f^  vanishes on E^ and, 
since f, is continuous, it also vanishes on E, and therefore on U, . 
K K K 
But U, is open, so repeated differentiation gives f(x) = 0 for all 
K 
x e U. . 
k 
Now let X q e [ 0,1] be arbitrary and suppose there exists e > 0 
such that f is never zero in N(XQ,£)A [ 0 , 1 ] . Let D = {x: 0 < x < 1, 
|x-x I < E/2}. Now D is a closed subset of N(x , E ) 0 [ 0 , 1 ] , so D is a 1
 o1 - o 
complete metric space. Since D = (J (D flE^), at least one set D E^ 
k>l 
is not nowhere dense in D. Thus, by the contruction used above, we can 
find an open set VCZ D so that f(x) = 0 for every x £ V. This is a 
contradiction, and consequently the set 
{x: 0 < x < 1, f(x) = 0 } 
intersects every non-empty open subset of [ 0 , 1 ] , i.e., is dense in 
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[0,1]. But since f is continuous, 
{x: 0 < x < 1, f(x) = 0} 
is a closed set and hence equals [0,1]. This completes the proof. 
The following theorem is both more interesting and more intricate 
in its proof than was the last. Let us agree to call a subset of E^ " 
PERFECT if, and only if, it is closed and each of its points is a limit 
point, i.e., a perfect set is a closed set with no isolated points. 
Now again let f be a continuous real-valued function on [0,1], but 
suppose in addition that f has all its derivatives on [0,1], If some 
(n) 
derivative, say f , were identically zero on [0,1], then straight­
forward application of the Mean Value Theorem would tell us that f is 
a polynomial. This result generalizes in a fashion analogous to the 
last result. 
III.4- Theorem: Let f be an infinitely differentiable real-
valued function [0,1], and suppose that for each x e [0,1] there is a 
(n) 
positive integer n such that f (x) = 0. Then f is a polynomial on 
[0,1]. 
Proof: Throughout this proof, sets will be considered open or 
closed relative to [0,1]. For each n, let 
E = {x: 0 < x < 1, fn(x) = 0}. 
n -
Now [0,1] = [J E , so from Baire's theorem we have that at least one 
^ n 
n>l 
E contains a non-empty open set, and therefore a non-empty open 
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interval, throughout which f (n) is zero. On this open interval, f is a polynomial. Let P be the union of all open intervals throughout 
which f is a polynomial, i.e., 
Our above remarks show P j- tp. We now show P is dense in [0,1] . Pick 
x E [0,1] and E > 0. Now [x - E/2, x t E/2] is a complete metric space, 
X+E) / (p. Thus P is dense in [0,1]. 
Let H = P . Suppose H = qb. Then [0,1] is covered by open sets 
throughout each of which f is a polynomial. By compactnes  of [0,1], 
we can find a finite subcover. If n is a positive integer greater than 
any of the degrees of the polynomials associated with the open inter-
(n ) 
vals of the subcover, f (x) = 0 for x e [0,1], so f is a polynomial. 
Asume H 4- <p. Since P is open, H is closed. Now we wish to 
show H is perfect, i.e., H has no isolated points. Suppose y e H is 
isolated. Find c and d, c < d, so that y e [c,d], and [c,d] f\ H = {y}. 
Choose y' such that c < y' < y. Now [c,y']CI P, and is compact, so we 
can find a finite subcover as we did in the last paragraph, and we have 
that f is a polynomial on [c,y']. Let {yQ = y', y^, y^*'''} ^e a m°no-tonic sequence approaching y from the left. Now f is a polynomial on 
each [c,y ]. But we have the same polynomial every time, since [c,y'] 
CZ Ec,y ] for every n, and two polynomials agreeing on an infinite set 
are identical. Thus, f is a polynomial on [c,y), say of degree s. 
Similarly, f is a polynomial on (y,d], say of degree t. Let 
{(a,b): f is a polynomial on (a,b)}. 
so the above argument applies, and P f] [x - e/2, x + E/2]<C- P /I ( X - E , 
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(k) 
k > m a x { s , t } . N o w f ( x ) = 0 f o r c < x < y a n d f o r y < x < d . B u t 
f ^ ) i s c o n t i n u o u s , s o f ^ \ y ) ' = 0. T h u s , i s z e r o o n [ c , d ] a n d 
h e n c e o n ( c , d ) , s o ( c , d ) C Z P » a n d y \. H . T h i s i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n , a n d 
H i s p e r f e c t . 
W e c o n t i n u e t o a s s u m e t h a t H i s n o n - e m p t y . S i n c e H i s a c l o s e d 
s u b s e t o f a c o m p l e t e m e t r i c s p a c e , H i s a c o m p l e t e m e t r i c s p a c e . F o r 
e a c h p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r n , l e t = { x : 0 < x < 1, f ^ n \ x ) = 0}. N o w b y 
B a i r e f s t h e o r e m , a t l e a s t o n e E i s d e n s e t h r o u g h o u t a n i n t e r v a l o f H , 
n 
i . e . , a s e t o f t h e f o r m J f\ H w h e r e J i s a n i n t e r v a l o f [ 0 , 1 ] . H e n c e , 
f ^ n \ x ) r 0 f o r e a c h x i n J f\ H . S i n c e H ° i s d e n s e , J a l s o c o n t a i n s 
s o m e i n t e r v a l s o f H ( i f t h i s w e r e n o t s o , H w o u l d h a v e t o h a v e a n 
i s o l a t e d p o i n t i n J , w h i c h i s i m p o s s i b l e s i n c e H i s p e r f e c t ) . L e t K 
b e a n o p e n i n t e r v a l o f J f\ H ° . N o w t h e r e e x i s t s a n i n d e x m s u c h t h a t 
f ^ m \ x ) = 0 f o r a l l x i n K . S u p p o s e m < n . T h e n b y d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g 
f ^ ™ )
 n _ m t i m e s , w e f i n d f ^ n ^ t o b e z e r o t h r o u g h o u t K . N o w s u p p o s e 
m > n . L e t x z J f] H . S i n c e H i s p e r f e c t , x i s a l i m i t p o i n t o f H , 
s o f o r e a c h i n t e g e r k t h e r e e x i s t s a p o i n t y ^ z J f] H s u c h t h a t 
x - y . < 1 / k . N o v / 
k 
, - ( n ) , s . p ( n ) , v 
f ( x ) - f ( y ) 
— = 0 
X
 -
 y k 
f o r e v e r y k . S i n c e y - > x a s k ° ° , a n d s i n c e f ^ n ^ i s k n o w n t o b e 
K 
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e a t x , t h i s g i v e s f ^ n + ^ \ x ) = 0 . B u t x c J M H w a s 
a r b i t r a r y . H e n c e , f ^ n + " ' " ^ ( x ) = 0 f o r e v e r y x i n J H . S i m i l a r l y , 
f ' r i 1 " Z ^ ( x ) = f ^ n + ^ ' ' ( x ) = • • • = 0 f o r e v e r y x e J H . L e t a b e t h e 
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left endpoint of K, and note that a e J f\ H. Now for x in K, 
2 (^n), v j-n, v . , .-(n+1), . . (x-a) ,-(n+2), , f (x) = f (a) + (x-a)f (a) + —  f (a) 
, .m-n-1 / -, N
 n x -I / \ 
(x-a) (m-1), . 1 f , . .m-n-l^lm) 
+
 m— f 'a) + 7 7T7" j (x-t) f (t)dt, 
(m-n-1)! (m-n-1)! J 
a 
by Taylor's Theorem. Since a e J H H, f^ n\a) = f^ n+1\a) = ••• = 
f(m_1)(a) = 0. Since x e K, f(m)(t) = 0 on (a,x). Thus f(n)(x) = 0 
(n ) 
for x in K. We have shown that f (x) = 0 everywhere in J, which 
implies J f\ H = <p . By asuming J C\ H # <p, we deduced J f| H = <p, a 
contradiction. Consequently J H = <p. But this contradicts Baire's 
theorem u n l e s s H tf> . Thus h = cf), and there is only one U . This cor 
pletes the proof. Since intuition doesn't assign much meanig to the 
zeros of derivatives of any higher order than two, this last result 
cannot be considered particularly intuition defying. Some results 
which are more intuition defying can be obtained by applying Baire's 
theorem to the complete metric space C[a,b]. Section 3: Some Results Concerning Continuous 
• Functions Considered as Elements of C[a,b] Recal that if f c C[0,1] and e > 0, then the e-neighbourhood 
of f consists of all continuous functions g on [0,1] such that 
f(x) - e < g(x) < f(x) + e for every x e [0,1]. Now suppose (a,b) is 
an open interval in E^" with a < b. Since a < b, we can find two 
national numbers, r^  and r^ , such that a < r^<r^< b and therefore (r^ ,r ) d(a ,b). Thus, every open interval contains an open interval 
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WITH R A T I O N A L E N D P O I N T S . T H U S , I F A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION F I S MONOTONIC 
I N SOME OPEN I N T E R V A L ( A , B ) , THEN F I S ALSO MONOTONIC I N AN INTERVAL 
WITH R A T I O N A L E N D P O I N T S . T H I S I M P L I E S THAT THE SET OF ALL CONTINUOUS 
FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE MONOTONIC I N ANY OPEN INTERVAL I S THE SAME AS THE 
SET OF ALL CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE MONOTONIC IN SOME INTERVAL 
WITH R A T I O N A L E N D P O I N T S . 
I I I . 5 THEOREM: THERE E X I S T S A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION F ON [ 0 , 1 ] 
SUCH THAT F I S MONOTONIC I N NO OPEN INTERVAL IN [ 0 , 1 ] , I . E . , F I S 
everywhere oscillating ON [ 0 , 1 ] . 
P R O O F : AS HAS BEEN OUTLINED A B O V E , I T S U F F I C E S TO SHOW THAT 
THERE E X I S T S A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION MONOTONIC IN NO OPEN INTERVAL WITH 
R A T I O N A L E N D P O I N T S . S I N C E THE SET OF ALL OPEN INTERVALS I N [ 0 , 1 ] WITH 
RATIONAL ENDPOINTS I S COUNTABLE, ASSUME THAT T H I S SET OF I N T E R V A L S I S 
ENUMERATED IN THE SEQUENCE { 1 ^ , I ^ , ' * " , I , ' ' ' } • FOR EACH P O S I T I V E 
INTEGER N , LET 
E = { F : F C C [ 0 , 1 ] , F I S MONOTONIC I N I } . 
N N 
NOW I F WE SHOW THAT EACH SET I S NOWHERE DENSE I N C [ 0 , 1 ] , T H E N , S I N C E 
C [ 0 , 1 ] I S A COMPLETE METRIC S P A C E , (J E CANNOT BE ALL OF C [ 0 , 1 ] . SO 
N > I 
THERE WILL E X I S T AT LEAST ONE F c C [ 0 , L ] WHICH I S IN NO E , I . E . , SUCH 
N 
THAT F I S MONOTONIC IN NO I . TO SHOW E I S NOWHERE D E N S E , WE SHOW E ° , 
N N N 
THE COMPLEMENT OF E , I S BOTH OPEN AND DENSE IN C [ 0 , L ] . 
C C 
F I R S T , WE SHOW E I S OPEN. SUPPOSE F E E . THEN F I S NOT 
N R N 
MONOTONIC IN I . T H U S , WE CAN FIND P O I N T S X , Y , AND Z IN I , WITH 
N N 
X < Y < Z , SUCH THAT EITHER F ( X ) < F ( Y ) AND F ( Z ) < F ( Y ) OR F ( X ) > F ( Y ) 
3 0 
AND F ( Z ) > F ( Y ) . WITH NO L O S S OF G E N E R A L I T Y WE ASSUME F ( X ) < F ( Y ) AND 
F ( Z ) < F ( Y ) . NOW CHOOSE E SUCH THAT 
0 < E < MIN { L / 2 [ F ( Y ) - F ( X ) ] , L / 2 [ F ( Y ) - F ( Z ) ] } . 
SUPPOSE THAT G E C [ 0 , 1 ] WITH D ( F , G ) < E . THEN G ( Y ) > F ( Y ) - E . S INCE 
F ( Y ) - F ( X ) > 2 E , F ( Y ) > F ( X ) + 2 E . THUS 
F ( Y ) - E > F ( X ) + E > G ( X ) , 
AND CONSEQUENTLY G ( Y ) '> G ( X ) . A S I M I L A R ARGUMENT SHOWS THAT 
C C 
G ( Y ) G ( Z ) . THUS G E E^ AND HENCE N ( F , E ) E . CONSEQUENTLY, THE 
SET E" J S OPEN IN C [ 0 , 1 ] . 
RI 
NOW TO SHOW THAT E I S DENSE WE SHOW THAT GIVEN F E C [ 0 , 1 ] AND 
N 
r > 0 , THERE E X I S T S G E SUCH THAT D ( F , G ) < E . WE SHALL MERELY OUT­
L I N E A PROOF HERE, WITHOUT ALL THE CUMBERSOME D E T A I L S . F I R S T , WE 
CONSIDER THE S T R I P 
{ ( X , Y ) : 0 < X < 1 , F ( X ) - E / 2 < Y < F ( X ) + E / 2 } 
IN E" 1 . IN T H I S S T R I P WE C A N , ON THE B A S I S OF THE UNIFORM C O N T I N U I T Y 
OF F ON [ 0 , 1 ] , PLACE A POLYGONAL L I N E , I . E . , WE CAN F I N D A P I E C E W I S E 
LINEAR FUNCTION G^ E N ( F , E / 2 ) . T H U S , THE " S L O P E " OF G^ I S BOUNDED. 
NOW LET BE A SAWTOOTH FUNCTION SUCH THAT | G ^ ( X ) | < E / 2 FOR EVERY 
X E [ 0 , 1 ] . G I V E N I , WE CAN MAKE THE " T E E T H " OF G^ S U F F I C I E N T L Y STEEP 
C 
THAT G^ + G^ I S NOT MONOTONIC IN I , I N WHICH CASE G^ + G^ E E . 
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Thus, E is dense in C[0,1], and therefore E is nowhere dense. This 
n n 
completes the proof, since the complement of an open dense set is 
indeed nowhere dense. 
Although it is well known that continuity of a real-valued 
function need not imply its differentiability, it may seem on intuitive 
grounds that a continuous function is differentiable in "most" places. 
That there do indeed exist continuous nowhere differentiable functions 
was shown by Weierstrass in the nineteenth century ([6], p. 258). 
Weierstrassfs existence proof was an existence proof of the most con­
vincing kind, a construction. But the exhibition of a particular 
example does not entirely clarify the general phenomenon involved in 
this problem. Now if a continuous function has a finite derivative at 
a particular point, it certainly has a finite right-hand derivative at 
that point. To give some notion of "how many" continuous nowhere dif­
ferent iable functions there are, we shall show that the set of all 
f e C[0,1] which have a finite right-hand derivative at even one point 
in [0,1] is of first category in C[0,1]. 
III.6 Theorem: If F is the subset of C[0,1] composed of those 
functions which have a finite right-hand derivative at at least one 
point of [0,1], then F is of first category in C[0,1]. 
Proof: Suppose x e [0,1], and f has a finite right-hand deriva­
tive at x. Since this notion has no meaning at x = 1, there will be an 
integer N such that 
x e [0,1 - 1/N. ] C T C 0 , 1 - l/n] 
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for n > . Now since 
lim f(x+h) - f(x) 
h+0 
is finite, there is an integer N^ such that 
lim h+o" 
f(x+h) - f(x 3 < N. 
Consequently, there exists E > 0 such that 
f(x+h) - f(x) 
< N. 
if 0 < h < E . Let N be a positive integer such that 1/N < E . N O W 
O O 
let N = max {N ,N ,N }. The above remarks show that 
x E [0,1 - 1/N], 
and that 
f(x+h) - f(x) 
< N 
whenever 0 < h < 1/N. For each positive integer n, let 
E = {f: f E C[0,1], there exists x E [0,1-1/n] 
n 
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such that 0 < h < 1/n implies 
f(x+h) - f(x) 
< n} 
The preceding remarks show that every f e C [ 0 , 1 ] which has a finite 
right-hand derivative at any point is in some E . Hence, 
FCZ [J E . Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices 
n>l n 
to show that each set E is nowhere dense in C [ 0 , 1 ] . As in the last 
n 
c theorem, we shall do this by showing E is closed and E is dense. J to
 n n 
CO 
First we show E is closed. Let {f, }, , be a convergent 
n k k=l 
sequence in E with limit f. We need to show f e E . For each k find 
n n 
e [ 0 , 1 - 1 / n ] such that 0 < h < 1/n implies 
f k ( x k + h ) - f ( x k ) 
< n 
Now {x , X 2 , " ' } is an infinite set in [ 0 , 1 - 1 / n ] , a compact set. Thus 
0 0 CO { x } has a convergent subsequence {x with limit 
K K — 1 K ,, 1— J-
1 
X q e [ 0 , 1 - 1 / n ] . Fix h, 0 < h < 1/n, and let e > 0 be given. Find 
h£ 
6 > 0 such that |x-yj < 6 implies |f(x)-f(y)| < — (this can be done 
since f e C [ 0 , 1 ] is uniformly continuous on [ 0 , 1 ] ) . Let N^ be a posi­
tive integer such that i > N, implies I x , -x I < 6. Now find N^ such 
1 e 1 k. o1 2 
he 1 
that i > N^ implies d(f,f^) < — . Now i > max {N^jN^} implies 
f(x +h) - f(x ) 
o o 
f(xk +h) - f(xk ) 
i i 
+ e /2 
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f.(x, +h) - f . ( x , ) 
1 k. i k. 
L L 
+ e < n + e 
So 
f(x +h) - f(x ) 
o o < n + £ 
for every £ > 0. Thus 
f(x +h) - f(x ) 
o o < n 
But h £ (0,1/n) was arbitrary so this holds for every h £ (0,1/n). 
Consequently, f £ E and E is closed. 
^
 J
 n n 
Now let f £ C[0,1] be arbitrary, and let £ > 0 be given. Let 
g^ be a polygonal function on [0,1] such that d(f,g^) < E/2. Now g , 
being polygonal, has right derivatives at all points of [0,1), and 
furthermore the set of values of its right derivative is finite, and 
therefore bounded. Let M > 0 be a bound on the value of the right 
derivative of g . Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. Find an 
integer k > n + M. Let j be a positive integer with k/j < e/4. Now 
define g 2 on [0,2/j] by 
g2(x) = 
kx, 0 < x < 1/j 
-kx + 2k/j, 1/j < x < 2/j 
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If we now extend periodically, we get |g (x)| < e/2 for all 
x e [0,1], and g^ has a right derivative with constant absolute value 
k. Thus, g^ + g^ e N(f,e) and g^ + g^ has right derivative always 
c c greater in absolute value than n, i.e., gn + g^ e E . Thus, E is 1 2 n n 
dense, and the proof is complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BAIRE CATEGORY THEORY IN FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
Section 1: Some Preliminary Results from Functional Analysis 
Throughout this chapter we shall be concerned chiefly with normed 
linear spaces in general, and Banach spaces in particular. First we 
need to define these and several related notions. 
IV.l Definition: A complex linear space X is a vector space 
over the field of complex numbers. A veal linear space X is a vector 
space over the field of real numbers. 
Unless stated otherwise, all linear spaces in what follows shall 
be assumed to be complex linear spaces. 
IV.2 Definition: A linear space X is a normed linear space if 
to each x e X there is assigned a non-negative real number ||x||, called 
the norm of x, such that 
(i) ||x+y|| < ||x|| + ||y|| for all x and y in X 
(ii) I ax || = |a| ||x|| for all x e X and a 
a scalar (complex number). 
(iii) ||x|| = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
If x, y and z are in X, it follows from (i) that 
|| x-z || = ||(x-y) + (y-z)|| < ||x-y|| + ||y~z|| • 
Note that ||x-y|| = 0 if and only if x = y, and 
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||x-y|| = || (-l)(y-x) || = |-l| ||y-x|| = ||y-x||. Thus, if we define d(x,y) = 
||x-y||, (X,d) is a metric space. This metric, d, is called the metric 
induced by the norm. If a normed linear space is complete in the metric 
induced by its norm, the space is called a Banach space. 
A transformation T from a normed linear space X into a normed 
linear space Y is said to be linear if and only if whenever x and y 
are in X and a and 3 are scalars, 
T(ax + By) = a Tx + 6 Ty. 
If T: X -> Y is a linear transformation, we define the norm of T3 written 
lTl> by 
| | T | | = sup 
Note that in a typical expression of the form ||Tx||/||x|| the norm in the 
numerator is that of the space Y, and the norm in the denominator is 
that of the space X. Such a mixture of notations is perhaps unfor­
tunate, but it is standard and the context is usually such that any 
confusion is unlikely. If ||T|| < ° ° , T is called a bounded linear trans­
formation. Since every number of the form ||Tx|/||x|| , x ± 0, can be re­
written 
Tx 
x e X, x t 0 
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we have 
T = sup { Tx : x e X, x = 1} 
Note also that || T || is the smallest number such that ||Tx|| < | | T | | | | X | | for 
all x e X. This last inequality proves to be extremely useful. 
Next we shall prove a theorem which has far-reaching conse­
quences. It turns out that in normed linear spaces, the boundedness of 
a linear transformation implies its continuity, and its continuity im­
plies its boundedness. 
IV.3 Theorem: Let T be a linear transformation from a normed 
linear space X into a normed linear space Y. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T is bounded, 
(ii) T is continuous, 
(iii) T is continuous at one point of X. 
Proof: If T is the zero transformation, the theorem is obvious 
as all three conditions are fulfilled. Suppose T is not the zero 
transformation. 
We prove (i) implies (ii). Let e > 0 be given and let 6 > 0 
be such that 6 < e/|| T||. Now ||x^ -x || < 6 implies 
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|Tx -Tx = T(x1-x2) 
* l|T| ||xrx2 
< | | T | | 6 < E . 
Thus, T is continuous. 
That (ii) implies (iii) is obvious. 
We now show (iii) implies (i). Suppose T is continuous at 
x e X. Fix E > 0 and find 6 > 0 such that |x-x I < 6 implies o 11 o" 
| | T X - T X I  < E . If x E X, |x| < 6, then || (x +x) - x I < 6, so 
l
 0 I I II II II o
 0n 
I T(x +x) - Tx I < £. But T(x +x) - Tx = Tx, so lTxIl < e. 
II Q
 Q II o O ' I I ll 
Now suppose ||x|| = 1. Then |<5/2 x| = 6/2 < 6. Hence, _TxJ[ = |T(6/2 x)|  = 2/6.iT(6/2 x)|| < 2£/6m 6/2 x 
Consequently, sup {|Tx|: X E X, |x| = 1} < 2E/6 < °°, and T is bounded 
This completes the proof. 
Section 2: On a Uniform Bound for a Family of Bounded Linear Transformations 
We are now prepared to prove the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. This 
theorem is also known as the uniform boundedness theorem. 
IV.4 Theorem (Banach-Steinhaus): Suppose X is a Banach space, 
Y is a normed linear space, and {T : a E A} is a colection of bounded 
a linear transformations from X to Y, where A is a non-empty indexing set, 
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Then one of the following must be true: 
(i) There exists a real number M > 0 such that |JT || < M for 
every a £ A. 
(ii) sup {||T x||: a E A} = « for all x in a dense G, set of the 
a o 
space X. 
Proof: First note that the triangle inequality tells us the 
norm on Y is a continuous function from Y to E \ NOW for each x E X, 
let 
(x) = sup { T x : a e A} 
a 
We acknowledge the possibility of <j> being extended real-valued instead 
of simply real-valued. For each positive integer n, let = {x: x E X, 
<{>(x) > n} . Now for arbitrary n we claim 
V = I J { x : IIT xll > n}. 
n 11 a 11 
aeA 
If x E \J {x: ||Tax|| > n}, there exists b E A such that HT^ XJ > n. But 
asA a 
<K X) > ||T^ x||, S O 4>(X) > n and x E V . Now suppose x E . Then 
sup {||T x|| : a E A} > n. 
If T x < n for each a £ A, we would have 
a 11 
sup { T x : a £ A } < n , 
a 
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Thus, there exists b e A such that TKx > n. Consequently, 
x e {x: |T (x)|| > n}CZ (J {x: |T x| > n}. 
aeA 3 
But since the norm on Y is continuous, each {x: || T x|| > n} is open by 
EL 
the continuity of T . Thus, each V is a union of open sets and is J
 a n r 
therefore open. Now either every is dense in X or at least one 
is not dense in X. 
Suppose there exists a positive integer N such that is not 
dense in X. Then there is an open set in X which VVT does not inter-
N 
sect, and therefore there exists x e X and r > 0 such that llxll < r 
o " " 
implies x + x A V„. So <b(x +x) < N if lx|| < r, i.e., IT (x +x) I < N 
r
 o T N o 11 11 11 a o 11 
for every a e A if Ix I < r. Since x = (x +x) - x , we have J 11 11
 o o 
T x = T (x +x) - T x < T(x+x) + T x <2N. 
a 1 a o a o a o a o 
Now suppose x e X, || x || = 1. Then 
\ r || T x|| = || T (1/2 rx)|| < 2N, z. EL EL 
II II 4N II n II n UN 
and T x < — for every x e X such that x = 1. Thus T < — . 
" a 11 ~ r 11 11 " a" ~ r 
4N 
But a here is arbitrary, so, setting M = — , we have proved (i). 
Now suppose every is dense in X. Since each is open and X 
is a complete metric space, we have that V = (J V is dense in X. But 
n>l n 
x e V implies 4>(x) = 00• Consequently, (ii) is proved since V is a dense 
G„. This completes the proof, 
o 
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An immediate c o r o l l a r y o f the Banach-Ste inhaus theorem i s Banach's 
r e s o n a n c e theo rem. 
IV.5 Theorem: Suppose X i s a Banach s p a c e , Y i s a normed l i n e a r 
s p a c e , and {T : a e A} i s a c o l l e c t i o n o f bounded l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 
a 
from X t o Y. Suppose t h e se t 
{||T x||: a e A} 
i s bounded f o r each x z X . Then 
: a z A} 
i s bounded . 
P r o o f : S ince { | | T x I I : a z A} i s bounded f o r each x z X , 
II
 A II 
sup { | | T X | | : a z A} < °° f o r each x z X . S ince t h i s r u l e s ou t the second II
 A II 
a l t e r n a t i v e o f the Banach-Ste inhaus theorem, we deduce t ha t the f i r s t 
a l t e r n a t i v e a p p l i e s , and {||T | | : a z A} i s bounded by the number M 
a 
r e f e r r e d t o in the Banach-Ste inhaus theo rem. 
Now we can use the r e s o n a n c e theorem t o ge t a n i c e r e s u l t on the 
l i m i t o f a sequence o f bounded l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s . 
CO 
IV.6 Theorem: Let {T } , be a sequence o f bounded l i n e a r 
n n=l 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s from a Banach space X t o a normed l i n e a r space Y. Sup­
p o s e tha t l im T x = Tx e x i s t s i n Y f o r each x z X . Then T i s a l s o a 
n 
n-x» 
bounded l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n from X i n t o Y, and 
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I T || < lim inf ||Tn||. 
. . 0 0
 > # r II II - i 0 0 • Proof: Since {T x}
 n has a limit at each x e X, { T x } n is n n=l 11 n 11 n=l 
bounded at each x e X. Thus, we can invoke the resonance theorem and 
11 11 0 0 
deduce that the sequence { T }
 n is bounded. Now let x and y be in 
^
 11
 n" n=l 
X, and let a and 3 be scalars. Then 
T(ax + 3 Y ) = lim T (ax + 3 Y ) 
n-*» 
= lim (a T x + 3 T y) 
n n 
n-*°° 
= a lim T x + 3 lim T y 
n n 
- a Tx + 3 Ty. 
Thus, T is a linear transformation. 
Now fix x e X. Since 
0 < Tx - T x 
11 11
 n 
< Tx - T x 
- 11
 n 
and Tx-T x -> 0 as n -> °°, 
11
 n 11 Tx - T x 
11 11
 n 
-> 0 as n -> 0 0 and we have 
lim T x = Tx . Since lim T x exists, 
11
 n 11 11 11 11 n 11 
lim inf T x 11
 n 
n-*» 
= lim T x 11
 n 
4 4 
For each n, T x < T x , so II
 N II - II n i i II i i ' 
lim inf T x < lim inf T x = x lim inf T 11
 n 11 11 n 11 n 
Therefore, 
Tx = lim T x = lim inf T x II II
 N II ii n 
< ||x|| lim inf ||T 
n 
Since { T } , is bounded, 1
 n11 n=l 
lim inf T < «» II
 N II 
n-x» 
and thus T is bounded, ||T|| < lim inf ||T ||. This completes the proof. 
Note that in general it would not have been enough to hypothe-
oo 
size that each {T x} , be a Cauchy sequence, since Y, in general, is 
n n=l 
not complete. If Y is a Banach space, it suffices to require that each 
0 0 
{T^x}^^ be a Cauchy sequence. The proof is then left unchanged after 
invoking the completeness of Y. 
Section 3: An Application of the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem 
To demonstrate the power of the tools we have been developing, 
we shall now use them to investigate, and answer, a classical question 
in the theory of Fourier series. Before going into the matter at hand, 
however, we shall mention some terminology and general background 
material. 
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Let T denote the unit circle in the complex plane, i.e., 
T = {z: |z| = 1}. 
If F is a complex-valued function on T and f is a complex-valued func­
tion on E"1" given by f(t) = FCe1"1"), then f is periodic of period 2t . 
Similarly, if f is a 2tt-periodic complex-valued function of a real 
variable, there exists an F on T so that f(t) = FCe1"*") for all real t. 
Thus, the space of all continuous complex-valued 2tt-periodic functions 
of a real variable will be called C(T). For f simply complex-valued 
and 2tt-periodic , we define 
2t  j 
-7T 
ni/p f(t)| p dt 
and 
LP(T) = {f: flip < 
1 < p < oo. Note that the measure being used here is Lebesgue measure 
divided by 2t . For f and g in C(T), we define 
d(f,g) = max { | f (x)-g(x) | : -t < x < t} . 
For f and g in L P(T), 1 < p < 0 ° , we define 
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d(f,g) = 
TT ^ 1 / P 
± - ! lf(t)-g(t)lp dt 2tt 
- 7 T 
Wherever there might arise a chance of confusing these metrics, we 
shall be quite explicit. If we define the norm in C(T) by 
||f|| = max {|f(x)|: - t t < x < t t } , 
then C(T) is a Banach space using pointwise addition. Each L P(T), 
with the associated ll*llp» yields a Banach, again using pointwise 




For each positive integer n, define D (t) = J e . Now for 
k=-n 
f z C(T) and fixed x, define 
s (f;x) = -±- j f(t)D(x-t)dt. 
n z t t n 
- T T 
s (f;x) is called the nth partial Fourier sum of f at x. It is known 
n c 
2 
that s (f;x), considered as a function of x, approaches f in the L (T) 
norm (see [9], pp. 91-92). Thus, there is a subsequence of 
0 0 
{sn(f;x)}^_^ which converges pointwise to f, except possibly on a set 
of Lebesgue measure zero. This gives rise to the following question: 
Is it true for every f z C(T) that the Fourier series of f converges 
to f(x) at every point x? 
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The answer, it turns out, is no. Fix x, and for f e C(T) and 
n a positive integer, define 
T f = s (f;x) 
n n 
Now each T is clearly a linear transformation from C(T) to the Banach 
n 
space of complex numbers. Now 
n 2TT 
/ f(t) D (x-t)dt 
- T T 
* -h I l f ^ ) | |D <x-t)|dt 
2TT 
- T T 
< ^ - (max{ f(t) : - T T < t < TT}) f D (x-t) dt 
~ 2TT ^ J J n 
—TT 
where the norm of f is that of C(T). Since |T f < f p L , 
11
 n 11 - n" 1 
||T || < ll^nllj_' ^ o r e v e r y positive integer n. In particular, this says 
that each T is a bounded linear transformation, 
n 
Now we show that || T || = ||D |L for each n. Note that, although II
 nii II nij_ 
it might appear otherwise, each is a real-valued function, as we 
shall show later. Fix n and define a function g byg(t) = 1 if 
CO 
D (x-t) > 0 and g(t) = -1 if D (x-t) < 0. Find a sequence {f.}.
 n in n ° n ^ 3 3=1 
C(T) such that for each j > l , -1 < f .(t) < 1 for all t, and such that 
f_. -> g pointwise. By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, 
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1 
= 2V / S<t) Dn(x-t)dt = || D j ^ 
- T T 
Since for every j, f.|| < 1, it follows that |T | > |D L . Since we 
II -| II - II
 N N II N HI 
already have 
n" - 11 n" 1 
this gives 
D = |T . 
n 1 1 n 
" ikt 
Now we go back to the definition D (t) = / e . This gives 
n , L k = -n 
it 
n 
e 2 D ( t ) = I









e - e 
it 
2 n i(n+l/2)t i(-n-l/2)t D (t) = e - e 
n 




(2i sin t/2)D (t) = 2i sin(n+l/2)t, 
, . _ S I N [ ( N + L / 2 ) T ] 
V T ; " S I N ( T / 2 ) 
Since sin t/2 < t/2 for all t, 
D || > — / 
n 1
 -
 t  J 
sin(n+l/2)t dt = ±- / 
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 0 (n+1/2 )t 
sin t dt 
n kT  
> - 7 / I sin tldt T . kT  , 1 1 k = l (k-l)fT 
- ± x i 
T . k 
1 = 1 r 1 II II i i But ) i—• 0 0 as n -* 00. Hence D -* 00» and thus T °° as n -* °°. k 11 n" 1 n" i=l 
Thus the sequence { I IT 11}
 n is not bounded, and the second alternative 
11
 n" n=l 
in the Banach-Steinhaus theorem applies. We conclude that for each real 
x there is a set E d C ( T ) , which is a dense G. set in C(T), such that, 
x 6 
if f £ E , then sup {|s (f;x)|: n=l,2,-«-} = °°. We see it is quite 
possible to have a continuous 2TT-periodic function without an everywhere 
convergent Fourier series. 
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Section The Open Mapping Theorem 
If f: X Y is a function from a topological space X to a 
topological space Y, we call f an open mapping if f(U) Is open in Y 
whenever U is open in X. It should be noted that not every continuous 
function is an open mapping, as can easily be seen by the following 
1 2 
example. Let X = Y = E and let f: X + Y be given by f(x) = x . Now 
let U = ( - 1 , 1 ) . U is open in X, but f(U) = [ 0 , 1 ) is not open in Y. 
It does, however, turn out that every bounded linear transformation 
from one Banach space to another is an open mapping. 
IV.7 Theorem (The open mapping theorem): Let X and Y be 
Banach spaces, and let T: X •+ Y be a bounded linear transformation 
onto Y. Then T(U) is open in Y whenever U is open in X. 
Proof: Let U = {x: x e X, ||x|| < 1 } and V = {y: y e Y, ||y|| < 1 } . 
First we show that there exists a number 6 > 0 such that 6V CZT(U), 
where 6V = { 6 y : y e V}. 
Given y e Y, there exists x e X such that Tx = y, since T is 
onto. Find an integer k such that ||x|| < k. Now x e kU, so y e T(kU) = 
kT(U). But y e Y was arbitrary, so Y = (J k T(U). Now Y is a Banach 
k>l 
space, so in particular it is complete and we can invoke the Baire 
theorem to infer that there exists an integer n such that n T(U) con­
tains a non-empty open set W. Fix n and W. Now every point of W is 
CO . . the limit of a sequence {Tx.}. , where each x. is m nU, since n
 l i=l l 
WCZ n T(U). 
Now pick y^ e W. Since W is open, we can find r > 0 such that 
j| y I < r, y e Y, implies y Q + y e W. Assume that such an r has been 
y < r, and let {x.}. , and {x.}.
 n be 
5 1 
SEQUENCES IN NU SUCH THAT 
LIM T X ! = Y AND LIM T X'. ' = Y + Y. 
1 J O . I J O J 
II 1 
FOR EACH I > 1 , LET X . = X . - X . . NOW FOR EACH L > 1 , 
- I I I ~ 
X . = X , - X . < X . + X . < 2N 
L L L 1 1 L L 
A L S O LIM T X . = Y . 
I J 
NOW LET yeY BE A R B I T R A R Y , Y 1 0 . NOW Y ^ = ( R / 2 | | Y | | ) Y HAS NORM 
F OO IF F 11 
R / 2 < R . F I N D A SEQUENCE ^ X £ ^ - J _ I N ^ S O "THAT | | X ^ | | < 2N FOR EACH I > 1 
AND TX!-»-Y . L E T T I N G X ^ = ( 2 | | Y | | / R ) X ^ FOR EACH I > 1 , WE HAVE T X ^ Y AND 
| | X ^ | | = ( 2 | | Y | | / R ) | | X J | | < ( 4 N / R ) | | Y | | , FOR EACH I > 1 . LET E > 0 BE A R B I T R A R Y 
AND LET 6 = R / 4 N . NOW WE CAN CLEARLY F I N D XEX SO THAT | | X | | < 6 "*"| Y | | AND 
| | Y - T X | | < E . T H U S , I F | | Y | | < 6 THERE I S XEX SO THAT | | X | | < 1 AND 
| | Y - T X || < E . 
NOW F I X Y E 6V AND E > 0 . CHOOSE X ^ SUCH THAT X ^ E X , | | X ^ | | < 1 , 
AND | | Y - T X || < 2 6 E . LET N BE P O S I T I V E INTEGER AND ASSUME 
HAVE BEEN CHOSEN SO THAT Y < 2 6 E , WHERE 
1 2 N 1 1 N 1 1 
Y = Y - T X . - T X _ - - - - - T X . NOW II 2 N / E Y || < 6 , SO 2 N / E Y E 6 V . 
N 1 2 N 11 N " J N 
THERE E X I S T S X '
 N E X , || X ' . || < 1 , SUCH THAT 
N + 1 11 N + 1 " 
2 N / E Y - T X ' < 1 / 2 6 
J N N + 1 
LET X = 2 N E X ' . NOW II Y - T X
 N || < 2 ( N + 1 ) 6 E , AND 
N + 1 N + 1 11 J N N + 1 1 1 
|| X
 N || < 2 ^ N + " ^ E . THE INDUCTION I S COMPLETE AND WE NOW HAVE A SEQUENCE II
 N + J_ II 
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oo . — fl {x } , in X such that x < 2 e and 
n n=l 1 n 
y - T x - T x n - - - - - T x < 2 n e , 
1 2 n 
for each n > 1. 
For each integer n, let s = xn + x^ + • • • + x . Since 
° n 1 2 n 
lis , -s II = II x . || < 2 n e , {s } , is a Cauchy sequence. But X is a 11
 n+1 n" 11 n+1" n n=l J ^ 
Banach space, and thus there exists x e X such that lim s = x. Now 
n 
n->«> 
|| s || < ||xn || + ||xj| + • • • + ||x II < 1 + e J 2"^. 
II
 N II - II ]_ II II 211 11 n11 . L n 
k=2 
Consequently, ||x|| = lim || s || < 1 + 1/2 e < 1 + e . Since T is continu-
ous, Ts -> Tx as n -> °°. But also II y-Ts || < 2 e for each n > 1, so 
n " n11 
|| y-Ts || -*• 0 and Ts -> y. Thus Tx = y. Thus, for y e 6V we have found 
x e X, with ||x|| < 1 + e, such that Tx = y. Hence, 6V C T ( ( 1 +E ) U ) . 
Thus, 
Vci:T(U), for every e > 0. 
1 + e 
Hence, ( j - — V cT(U), where the union is taken over all e > 0 
^ 1 + e 
But [I-— V = 6V, and we have found a number 6 > 0 such that 
w
 1 + e 
6V c T(U). 
Now let Acr X be an open set and let B = T(A)C Y. Pick 
v e B. There exists x e A such that T x = y . Since A is open 
J o o o J o r 
we can find a number e > 0 such that ||x|| < e implies X q + x e A. 
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Now SVcT(U), so 6eVO eT(U) = T(eU). Now 
y + 6eVCZT x + T(eU)ClT(A) = B, 
o o 
where 
y + 6eV = {y +y: y e 6eV}. 
Thus, || y I < 6e implies that yQ+y e B, and B is open. This completes 
the proof. 
This theorem gives an immediate corollary about the continuity 
of inverses of bounded linear transformations, when such inverses 
exist. 
IV „7 Theorem: Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let T: X Y 
be a one-to-one bounded linear transformation from X onto Y. Then 
T Y X is a bounded linear transformation. 
Proof: Suppose Tx = 3y. Then T(l/3 x) = y and T _ 1y = 1/3 x, 
3T _ 1y = x. But also T _ 1(3y) = x, and hence 3T _ 1y = T _ 1(3y). Now 
suppose that T x = y and T = y . Then T(x 1+x 2) = y + y 9 and 
therefore T - 1(y n+y 0) = xn + x_. Also T _ 1 y. = x., i = 1,2. Thus, J1 J z 1 2 ^ I l 
T
"
1 ( y i + Y 2 ) = T \ + T _ l y 2 * 
It follows that T 1 is linear. 
To prove that T 1 is bounded, we show that T 1 is continuous. 
Let Ud X be open. Now T(U) is open, by the open mapping theorem. 
Since (T "'")"'" = T, the proof is complete. 
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Section 5: Graphs of Linear Transformations 
A famous theorem of Banach tells us how we can sometimes look at 
the graph of a transformation and from it deduce information about the 
transformation itself. To get to this theorem we must make several 
preliminary remarks as background. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let X x Y be their cartesian 
product. For (x ,y ) and (x^y^) in X x Y we define (x ,y ) + 
(x ,y ) = (x +x 2, Yj"^) a n d a(x1>Y1) - (ax > ay ), where a is any 
scalar. Now X x Y is a linear space since X and Y are both linear 
spaces. Now we put a topology on X x Y. Let U C X x Y. We say U is 
open if and only if for each (x,y) e U there exists an open set 
V C X and an open set V C Y such that x e V , y e V , and V x V CZ U 
x y x y x y 
This determines a topology on X x Y. We can also define a norm on 
II 2 2 1/2 
X x Y by setting ||(x,y)|| = (j|x| + ||y|| ) . It should be noted that 
the metric induced by this norm generates the same topology on X x Y as 
we defined above. Now we come to a very useful bit of information. 
IV.8 Proposition: If X and Y are Banach spaces, then X x Y is 
a-Banach space. 
Proof: That X x Y is a normed linear space is clear from our 
earlier remarks. We now show X x Y is complete. 
CO Let {(x ,y )} , be a Cauchy sequence in X x Y. Let e > 0 be 
n n n=l 
giveno There exists a positive Integer N such that n > N and m > N 
imply I (x ,y ) - (x ,y ) I < e. But 11
 n n m m 11 
(x ,y ) - (x ,y )|| = (||x -x || 2 +||(y -y || 2 ) 1 / 2 . 
n n m -'m " " n m" 11 •'n m" 
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T H U S , X - X < ( X , Y ) - ( X , Y ) < E WHEN N > N AND M> N , AND 
" N M" - " N N M M 11 
{ X } , I S A CAUCHY SEQUENCE M X . S I M I L A R L Y , { Y } , I S A CAUCHY 
N N=L Jn N=L J 
SEQUENCE IN Y . LET X AND Y BE THE R E S P E C T I V E L I M I T S OF THESE 
O O 
SEQUENCES. THERE E X I S T S N. SUCH THAT N > N N I M P L I E S I IX - X I < E / / 2 , 
1 1 " N O" 
AND THERE E X I S T S N_ SUCH THAT N > N_ I M P L I E S II Y - Y II < E / / 2 ~ . LET 
2 2 11 -^ N O 1 1 
N = MAX { N ^ , N } . NOW I F N > N WE HAVE 
( X , Y ) - ( X , Y ) | | = ( | | X - X | | 2 + | |Y - Y | | 2 ) 1 / 2 
N N o o 11 11 N O" 1 1 N O" 
< ( E 2/2
 + £
2 / 2 ) 1 / 2 
AND THUS 
LIM ( X , Y ) = ( X , Y ) . 
N N O -'O 
N>°° 
T H I S COMPLETES THE P R O O F . 
NOW SUPPOSE X AND Y ARE BANACH S P A C E S , AND T : D ( T ) -> Y I S A 
LINEAR T R A N S F O R M A T I O N , WHERE D ( T ) C X I S A LINEAR SUBSPACE OF X . WE 
D E F I N E G ( T ) , the graph of T3 BY 
G ( T ) = { ( X , T X ) : X E D ( T ) } . 
S I N C E T I S LINEAR AND D ( T ) I S A LINEAR SUBSPACE OF X , G ( T ) I S A LINEAR 
SUBSPACE OF X X Y . 
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IV.9 Definition: Let X, Y, T, and G(T) be as in the above 
discussion. Then T is called a closed linear transformation if and only 
if G(T) is a closed linear subspace of X x Y. 
IV.10 Definition: Let X, Y, T, and G(T) be as in the above 
discussion. Then T is called a closable linear transformation if there 
exists a linear transformation S such that G(S) = G(T). 
Since this definition of closability for linear operators does 
not appear to be very operational, it is nice to have a somewhat more 
workable criterion. 
T: D(T) + Y is a linear transformation, where D(T) is a linear subspace 
of X, then T is closable if and only if the conditions 
IV.11 Proposition: If X and Y are Banach spaces and 
CO 
(i) {x } 
n n=l 
CD(T), 
(ii) lim x = 0 , and 
n 
(in ) lim T x = y, 
n J 
imply 
(iv) y = 0. 
Proof: Suppose T is closable and let S be such that G(S) = G(T). 
Assume conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Now (0,y) c G(S), since G(S) is 
closed. But (0,0) e G(S), so y = 0. 
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Now suppose conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) imply (iv). We 
define a transformation S on a domain D(S) as follows: 
D(S) = {x: (a) There is at least one sequence {x.^ dD(T) 
such that lim x. = x and lim T x. exists. 
1 . 1 
l - x » i - x » 
oo 
(b) For every {x.}. . CD(T) such that 
J
 l i=l 
lim x. = x, lim T x. exists.} 
i . l 
1 - X » l->-co 
Note that condition (a) is to keep condition (b) from being 
oo 
vacuously met. For x e D(S), find {x.}.
 n CD(T) so that lim x. = x 
l i=l . l 
Define Sx = lim T x.. This limit exists by the definition of D(S). 
l 
oo * oo Suppose {x.}.
 n CD(T) and {x.}. n CD(T) both have limit x e D(S). 
i i=l i i=l 
Now lim (x.-x!) = 0. By definition of D(S), i i 
1 - K » 
lim (T x. - T x!) = lim T(x. - x!) 
i -x» i - x » 
exists, so by hypothesis 
lim T x. = lim T x., l . i 
l~>-co l->co 
and Sx is well defined. S and D(S) are clearly linear, so we need only 
to show that S is closed. This follows since clearly D(S) C D(T), but 
D(T)cTD(S), and thus G(S), if it is closed, will equal G(T). 
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CO OO 
Let {(w ,Sw )} , be a Cauchy sequence in G(S). Now {w } , is 
n n n=l n n=l 
a Cauchy sequence in D(S). Consider, for the moment, a fixed n. By 
CO 
definition of S and D(S) there exists a sequence {x. }. ., in D(T) such 
^ in i=l 
that lim x. = w and lim T x. = Sw . Thus there exists x e D(T) in n . in n n 
i-x» i-x» 
such that IIx -w |l < 1/n and I T X - Sw II < 1/n. But n here was arbi-11
 n n" 11 n n11 trary, so we have such an x for every n. Now lim x = lim w = w, and J
 n J n n lim T x = lim Sw = Sw, and therefore (w,Sw) e G(S). Thus, G(S) is 
n n 
closed, and the proof is complete. 
Our next proposition is an almost trivial result, but it is of 
interest. 
IV.12 Proposition: Let X and Y be Banach spaces, D(T) a linear 
subspace of X, and T: D(T) Y a closed linear transformation. If T 
exists, then T is a closed linear transformation. 
Proof: Note that 
G(T 1 ) = {(Tx,x): x e D(T)}. 
But {(Tx,x): x e D(T)} is the image of G(T) under the homeomorphism 
<}>: X x Y ^ - Y x X given by <}>((x,y)) = (y,x). Since G(T) is closed, and 
homeomorphisms map closed sets onto closed sets, G(T ^) is closed. The 
proof is complete. 
We next prove the closed graph theorem of Banach. It should be 
noted that although Baire's theorem is not directly applied in the 
proof, the open mapping theorem is used, for which we did need Baire's 
theorem. Recall that a linear transformation T: X Y from a Banach 
space X to a Banach space Y is continuous if and only if it is bounded. 
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Thus, the open mapping theorem asserts that a continuous linear trans­
formation from a Banach space onto a Banach space is an open mapping. 
IV„13 Theorem (Banach's Closed Graph theorem): A closed linear 
transformation T: X •> Y from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y is 
continuous. 
Proof: The graph G(T) is a closed linear subspace of the Banach 
space X x Y and is therefore a Banach space. We define U: G(T) •> X by 
U(x,Tx) = x„ U is clearly linear. Now 
^J(x,Tx) _ x
 < 1 
(x,Tx) ( I x 2 + I Tx 2 ) 1 / 2 
for all (x,Tx) e G(T), x i- 0. Thus, U is bounded, and therefore con­
tinuous. U is clearly one-to-one, and consequently U ^ exists. Both 
the open mapping theorem and its corollary apply, and we have that U ^  
is continuous. The mapping V: G(T) -> Y given by V(x,Tx) = Tx is bounded 
as was U, and thus V is continuous. Now 
(VU X)x = V(U 1x) = V(x,Tx) = Tx, 
and hence T = VU ^. Since the composition of two continuous mappings 
is continuous, this asserts that T is continuous, and the proof is 
complete. 
Although the proof of the closed graph theorem appears to have 
gone quite easily, it should be realized that a considerable amount of 
machinery was employed to construct the tools with which the theorem 
was proved. 
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Hormander (CL2], p. 79) has derived an interesting result com­
paring linear transformations with domains in the same Banach space. 
IV.14 Theorem (Hormander): Let X, X , and be Banach spaces. 
For i = 1,2 let T. be a linear transformation from D(T.)C1X to X.. 
I i i 
Assume that T is closed, that T 2 is closable, and that D(T >CD(T ). 
Then there exists a real number C such that T2x|| < C(||Tlx|2 + ||x|| 2) 1 / 2 
for all x e D(T ). 
Proof: The graph G(T^)CIX x X^ is a Banach space, by hypoth­
esis. Now L: G(T ) X 2 given by L(x,T^x) = T 2x is a linear trans­
formation from the Banach space G(T ) to the Banach space X 2. We shall 
show that L is a closed linear transformation. 
CO CO 
Suppose that {(x , Tnx )} . converges in G(Tn ) and {T^x } n n 1 n n=l 1 2 n n=l 
converges in . Since T^ is closed we can find x e D(T^) such that 
lim x = x and lim T.x = T.x. Since D(T.) D(T_), x e D(T ). Conse-
n I n 1 1 2 2 
quently, T^x exists. But T^ is closable, and therefore lim T^x exists 2 2 ' 2 n 
n-x» 
Consequently, lim T 2x = T2x. Thus, L is closed, and the closed graph 
n-x» 
theorem tells us L is continuous, and therefore bounded. If x e D(T ), 
L(x5T x)|| < || L | ||(x,T x)|| . 
Now L(x9T x) = T 2x and 
( X , T i X ) | | = (||x||2 + I IT^H) 1 7 2 
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Thus, 
T2x|| < ||L||(||x||2 + llT^I 2) 1 7 2 
Putting C = || L || makes the proof complete. 
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CHAPTER V 
SOME MEASURE THEORETIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Section 1: The Construction of a Complete 
Metric Space from a Measure Space 
Suppose S is a set and B is a collection of subsets of S. We 
shall call B a a-algebra in S if and only if (i), (ii), and (iii) are 
satisfied: 
(i) S e B 
(ii) If A e B, then A C e B 
(iii) If {B.}. , is a sequence in B. then I J B. e B, l i=l . . I i>l 
A pair (S,S) consisting of a set S and a a-algebra B in S is 
called a measurable space. A measure on (S,B) is defined to be an 
oo , 
extended real-valued function m on B such that if {B.}.
 n C . B is such 
I i=l 
that B. fl B. = d> whenever i t j, then 
l Tj 
m( [J B ) = I m(B ) 
i>l i=l 
Note that it is permitted to have °° as the value of m here. A triple 
(S,SjiTi), consisting of a set S, a a-algebra B in S, and a measure m 
on B, will be called a measure space. When and if we make reference 
to a measure space S, it is understood that there is an underlying 
a-algebra B with a measure m. We shall call a measure space S a-finite 
oo 
if and only if there is a sequence {B.}.
 n C I B such that m(B.) < °° for 
^ I i=l I 
every i > 1, and 
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S - U B.. 
i>l 
Let (S,B,m) be a a-finite measure space. Let 
5 q = {B: B z B, m(B) < »} 
Note that in general B is not a a-algebra, in fact B is a a-algebra 
o o 
if and only if m(S) < 00. If B, e B and B^ z B , we define 
1 o 2 o 
B 1 G B 2 = (B^ fi B 2) U(B1 H B^) 
B^ 0 B 2 is called the symmetric difference of B^ and B 2 > Since B^ 0 B 2 
is formed only by use of complementation, union, and intersection, it 
follows that, if B z B and B 2 z B3 then B 0 B 2 e B. If B e B and 
B 0 e B , then 2 o 
m(B 1 0 B 2) = m(B^ f) B 2) + m ^ A B^) 
< m(B ) + m(B ) < °°, 
and thus B. 0 B^ e B . Now for B. e B and B. e B , we say Bn is 1 2 o l o 2 o 1 
equivalent to B 2, denoted by B^ ~ B , if and only if m(B 0 B 2) = 0 . 
To justify our terminology, we now show that ~ is an equivalence 
relation. 
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V.l Lemma: If we define ~ B^ to mean m(B^ 0 B ) = 0 
for B^ and B^ in Bq, then ~ is an equivalence relation. Proof: It is clear that B ~ B for each B c B , since in 
o (B 0 B) = m(}>) = 0. If B1 ~ B , then m(B 0 B ) -  0. Hence, 
m(B2 0 B ) = m(B1 0 B2> = 0, and B2 ~ B . Finaly, suppose B ~ B2 
and B2 ~ B . Asume B 0 Bg (BOB) (B 0 B ). Then 0 < m(B 0 B ) < m(B 0 B ) + m(B 0 B ) = 0, and thus m(B 0 B ) = 0, 
and B^ - Bg . It remains to justify the asumption B1 0 B3 (B1 0 B2) (B2 0 B3) 
Let x e B1 0 Bg = (B1 6 Bg) [J (B^  6 Bg ). Suppose x e B1 |'\ Bg If x £ B2, then x e (B1 6 B ). If x e B , then x c (B^ 6 Bg), since 
x s( B . In any case x e (B 6 B )(J (B 6 B ). Similarly, if 
o X. Z Z o 
x e B^  H Bg, we have x e (B^  6 B ) \J (B 9 Bg). Thus B 0 Bg (B1 0 B ) (b 0 Bg), 
and the proof is complete. Now let E be the colection of all equivalence classes under o 
the above equivalence relation. For and E2 in F define d(E^,E2) = m(B^ 0 B ), where B^ is any element of E^, i = 1,2. V.2 Theorem: The space ,d), as described above, is a 
complete metric space. 
Proof: We first must show that d is a metric. For any E^  and 
E0 in E , it is clear that d(En,E_) > 0. If d(El9E0) = 0, B ~ B0 and 
2 o 1 2 1 2 1 2 
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E^ = E^. By the second part of the equivalence relation proof, 
d(E ,E ) = d(E ,E ). Now suppose E , E , and E are in E , and B , 
X* Z Z -L A. Z O O -L 
B , and B are respective representative elements. Then, 
z o 
(B1 0 B 3) C (B1 0 B2)U(B2 0 B 3 ) , 
as was shown in the proof of V.l. Hence, 
d(E l 9E 3) = m(B1 0 B 3) 
< m(B 1 0 B ) + m(B2 0 B g) 
= d(E rE 2) + d(E 2,E 3). 
Thus, d is a metric on E . 
o 
To prove the completeness of the metric space (# o,d), use will 
be made of various basic results on Lebesgue integration. The results 
used are found, for example, in Rudin [9]. In particular we define 
1 r i i L (S,£,m) = {f: f is real-valued on S, J | f | dm < <=° } 
S 
If f and f 2 are in L1(S,S,m), we define 
p(f 1,f 2) = / |f1-f2|dm, 
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and recall that (L^ C S,Z?,m) ,p ) is a complete pseudo-metric space. For 
B e B3 let X T , t>e T n e characteristic function of B. Now let B 
OO 
{E.}.
 n be a Cauchy sequence in (E ,d), and let B. be a representative 
1 1 = 1 o 1 
of E., i = 1 , 2 , • • • . Then l 
d(E.,E ) = m(B. 0 B ) = / | X B ~ X B I dm. 
J
 S i j 
00 ] _ 
Thus (XT. }•_-, is a Cauchy sequence in (L (S,5,m),p). This says there 
B . l-l 
is a subsequence I X B -"^ -i °^ w ^ l c ^ ^ a s a pomtwise limit, 
almost everywhere on S relative to m. Let f e L (S,5,m) be such that 
lim X B (x) = f(x) 
k->°° L k 
when the limit exists and f(x) = 0 otherwise. At any point of con­
vergence, f is either 0 or 1 since it is a limit of characteristic 
functions. Let 
B = {x: x E S, f(x) = l}. 
Now f = X T > « ket e > 0 be given. There exists N such that if n > N 
B -L 
and m > Nn then d(E ,E ) < E / 2 . Also there exists N 0 such that 
1 n m 2 
i. > N implies 
/ | X B -XB|dm < E / 2 . 
S
 \ 
Let N = max {N ,N }. Now d(E ,E) < e when n > N, where E is the 
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element of E determined by B. Thus, lim E = E and (E ,d) is a com-
o n o 
plete metric space. This completes the proof. 
Section 2: The Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem 
Now fix a measure space (S,B,m), and suppose A is a complex-
valued function on B such that 
X( (J B ) = I A (B.) 
i>l i=l 
whenever {B.}. , is a pairwise disnoint sequence m B. Such a A is l i=l 
o 
called a complex measure. A pairwise disjoint collection {B^^-j ^ s 
called a partition of S if S = |J B.. The total variation of a complex 
i>l 1 
measure A on S, denoted by | A | ( S ) is defined by 
A|(S) = sup { I |A(Bi)| : { B i> i_ 1 is a partition of S}. 
i=l 
We shall say A is absolutely continuous with respect to m, and write 
A << m, if and only if A(B) = 0 whenever m(B) = 0 . We are now prepared 
to prove the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. 
V.3 Theorem (Vitali-Hahn-Saks): Let (S,S,m) be a measure space 
o 
and let i-An>n_ be a sequence of complex measures on B. Suppose that 
for each n, |A |(S) < 0 0 and A << m. Assume also that, for each B e B. 1
 n 1 n lim A (B) exists as a complex number, denoted A(B). Then the absolute 
n 
n+°° 
continuity of the A is uniform in the sense that if {B.}.
 n is a J
 n J I i=l 
sequence in B such that lim m(B. ) = 0 , then lim A (B.) = 0 uniformly in 
n. Also, if m(S) < co, A is a complex measure on B. 
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Proof: We first recall that the statement X << m is equivalent 
to the statement: for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
m(B) < 6 implies IA(B) I < z. Now for each n define a function t on 
n 
E by t (E) = A (B), where B is an arbitrary element of E. Suppose 
o J n n 
B 1 e E and B 2 e E. Then m(B 1 0 B 2) = 0, which implies 
X (B ) = A. [B \J (B 0 BJ] = A [(B. 0 B ) (J B ] = A (B ). Conse-
n l n l 1 2 n l 2 2 n z 
quently t is a function. Note that, given B- and B n in B , n a 1 2 o 
W ~ W = X n ( B l 0 B2> 
for every n. Thus the absolute continuity of the complex measure X^ 
implies the continuity of the function t , for every n. 
Now let z > 0 be given. The function t, - t, is continuous 
k k+n 
for fixed k and n 0 Thus the set 
{E: |t,(E) - t, . (E)| < e/3, E e Ej 
is closed in the metric space E . Thus 
o 
F (e) = {E: E z E , sup |tR(E) - t (E) | < e/3} 
° n>l n 
= 0 {E: E z E , |tk(E) - t (E)| < e/3} 
n>l 
is closed, since it is an intersection of closed sets. For E e E , 
o 
with representative B, lim X (B) exists, and hence there exists a 
n-*» 
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positive integer N such that n > N and m > N imply |A (B)-A (B)| < e/3 
Thus, E is in FVT n ( e ) . Therefore every E e E is in some F. (e) , i.e., N+1 o k 
E - Fn (e) . But E is a complete metric space and each Fn (e) is o
 n n k o k k>l 
closed, and thus there exists k such that F^  (e) contains a non-empty 
o 
open set in E . Hence there exists E e E and n > 0 such that 
o o o 
d(E ,E) < n implies sup It (E)-t ^ (E)l < e/3. 
o c T k k +n 1 
n>l o o 
Now suppose B e B and m(B) < n. Let B. - B U B and 
o 1 o 
B. = B - (B /^B ), where B is an element of E . Now 2 o o o o 
5, - B = B U B - [B f\ (BC U B°)] 12 o o o 
(B U B ) fl [B° U (B A B )] 
o o o 
( B U B ) fi ( B U B ° ) = B . 
o o 
Let E_^ 9 i = 1,2, be the equivalence class generated by B^, and note that 
d(E.,E ) < n, i = 1,2. Suppose k > k . Then l o o 
A R(B)| = |AR (B) - A k (B) + A R(B)| 
o o 
< |A (B)| + |AR (B) - A (B) 
o o 
= |X (B)| t |Ak ( B l) - y B l ) t A k(B 2) - A k (B2) 
< |Ak (B)| + |Ak ( B l) - A k ( B l ) | + |Ak (B2) - A k(B 2) 
o o o 
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< |Xk (B)| + e/3 + e/3 = |A (B)| + 2 e/3. 
o o 
Let n > 0 be such that m(B) < n implies |A (B)| < e/3. This can be 
o 
done by using the absolute continuity of X^ . Now let 6 = min {n,n}. 
o 
Now k > kQ and m(B) < 6 imply |X (B)| < e. For i = 1,2,-", kQ - 1, 
let 6. > 0 be such that m(B) < 6^  implies |x^ (B)| < e. Let 
6 = min {<5,6n ,6^. • • • ,6, n } . Now m(B) < 6 implies I X, (B) I < e for o 1 2 k -1 o 1 k 1 
o 
CO 
every k > 1. Thus the sequence LX^ }^ _^  I S uniformly absolutely 
continuous. 
Now let e > 0 be given. There exists 6 > 0 such that m(B) < 6 
implies |X (B)| < e/2 for every n > 1. Now lim X (B) exists, and 1
 n 1 n 
consequently 
lim X (B)| = |X(B)| < e/2 < e. 
Thus, m(B) < 6 implies |X(B)| < e. 
Next we show that X is finitely additive, i.e., if {B.}1? . is a 
finite collection of pairwise disjoint sets, then 
X( U B ) = I X(B ) 
j=l J j=l J 
X( U B. ) = lim A ( \J B±) = lim I X^iB.) 
j=l ^ k-**> j = l 1 k-x» j = l ^ 
I [lim X,(B.)] 
j=l k+co k ] 
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I X(B ). 
j = l J 
The limit interchange here is valid since the sum is a finite 
0 
sum. Now suppose m(S) < °°. Let {B.}.
 n be a pairwise disjoint 
2 ]=1 
sequence in B (= B since m(S) < °°). Now 
o 
A( (J B ) = x(( \J B )17( U B.)) 
j>l J j=l -1 j>n+l 1 
= I X(B.) + X( U B.) 
j=l 1 j>n+l 1 
for each positive integer n. Thus, 
X( (J B ) - I X(B.) = X( |J B. ). 
j>l J j=l J j>n+l J 
Now since m is a measure, 
GO 
i( U B ) = I m(B ) < co
 9 m  _ 
j>l 3 j=l 3 
0 
since m(S) < 00. Since J m(B_.) < co5 there exists a positive integer 
3 "I 0  0  
N such that n > N implies J m(B.) < 6. But £ m(B.) = m( (J B.) < 6, 
j=n -1 j=n 1 j>n : 
so |X( (J B.)| < e. But 
j>n 11 
n-1 |X( U B.) - I X(B.)| = |X( (J B.)| < e. 
j>l J j=l J j>n J 
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Thus, given z > 0, we have found N such that n > N implies 
Consequently, 
A( U B.) - I A(B.)| < e 
j>l ] j=i ] 
L I M Y A(B.) = Y A(B.) 
. i . i 
n-*» ]=1 J ]=1 J 
exists, and 
CO 
I A(B . ) = A( ( J B ) 
j=l J j>l J 
This completes the proof. 
Now suppose we are given a measurable space (S,B)3 and a 
OO 
sequence of complex measures {A } , on B. Then it is sometimes pos-
^
 r
 n n=l r 
00 
sible to construct from {A } . a measure m is such a fashion that the 
n n=l 
conditions of the Vitali-Hahn-Sahs are imitated. 
V . 4 Corollary: Let (S,S') be a measurable space, and let 
CO 
{A } , be a sequence of complex measures on (S,S) such that 
n n=l 
IA |(S) < 00 for every n > 1. If a finite lim A (B) exists for each 1
 n 1 n 
n-*» -
B z B, then the countable additivity of A is uniform in n, in the 
n 
sense that lim A (B, ) = 0 uniformly in n for any decreasing sequence 
. n K k->-
{B. }!°
 n in B such that j \ B. = <f>. k k=l k>l k 
Proof: For each n > 1, let 
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u (B) = V(B) 
X |(S) 
n 1 
for each B e B. Now each u is a positive measure bounded by 1 
n 
(see [9], p. 118). Define m on B by 
2^ 
j=l 
m(B) = I 2 ]y.(B) 
Now m is countably additive because each y_. is countably additive. 




 n as before. Now suppose {B, }, , is a sequence in B such that n n=l k k=l B, , d B for every k > 1 and f^j B, = cj>. Let e > 0 be given. There Kt _L k , . K 
k>l 
exists 6 > 0 such that m(B) < 6 implies |X(B)| < e. Thus, there exists 
a positive integer N such that n > N implies | x (B)| < e. For each 
n = 1,2,-*', N-1, there exists 6 > 0 such that m(B) < 6 implies 
n n 
I X (B ) I < e . Let 6 = min { 6n ,6^ , • • • , 6.T , ,6} . Now m( B) < 6 implies 1
 n 1 o 1 2 N-1 o I x (B)| < e for all n > 1. Thus, we can find K such that k > K implies 1
 n 1 
m(B, ) < 6 and now I x (B, )| < e for every n > 1, if k > K. This com-k o 1 n k 1 
pletes the proof. 
V.5 Corollary: X, in the Vitali-Hahn-Sahs theorem is countably 
additive even if m(S) = 00. 
Proof: Construct a measure m as in the proof of V.4, and then 
invoke V.3. 
Earlier work along similar lines, and concerned with Lebesgue 
measure on [0,1], was done by Vitali and Hahn. The theorem in the 
generality considered here is mainly due to Saks [10]. This is one 
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of the most important theorems on complex measures, and finds strong 
and very subtle applications in the study of the weak topology in 
spaces. 
Now suppose (S,B,m) is a measure space, with m a-finite. Con­
sider the Banach space L^(S,B,m) determined by the complex-valued 
0 0
 1 functions integrable on S. If {f }
 7 is a sequence in L (S,S,m) and 
n n=l 
f e L^ C S,B,m), we say f n •+ f strongly if ff^ -fH^ •+ 0, and we say 
f •+ f weakly if lim T(f ) = T(f) for every continuous linear functional 
n-*>° 
T on L (S,B,m). A standard result in the theory of spaces asserts 
1 0 0 
that the dual space of L (S,Z?,m) is L (S,B,m), when m is o-f inite. 
A proof of this result, based on the Radon-Nikodym theorem, is found 
in Rudin [9], pp. 128-13 0. (Although it is possible to weaken the 
hypothesis on m, the result does not hold for every positive measure). 
In view of the result quoted, weak convergence can be described as 
follows: f f weakly if and only if 
lim J f g dm = / fg dm, 
n+~ S n S 
oo 
for every g e L (S,S,m). 
The Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem can be used very successfully in 
the study of weak convergence. 
0 0
 1 V.6 Theorem: Suppose {f } , is a sequence in L (S,S,m), where 
n n=l 
II 11 - i 0 0 
m is a-finite. If { f ,} , is bounded, and if || n"l n=l 
lim / f dm 
£ n n-**3 B 
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exists and is finite for each B e B3 then there exists f e L"*"(S,B,m) 
so that f f weakly. 
n J 
Proof: For each positive integer n, define A^ on B by 
A (B) = / f dm. 
n n B 
By the elementary properties of the integral, we see that each A^ is a 
complex measure and that A^ << m for each n > 1 . By hypothesis 
lim A (B) = lim / f dm exists for each B e B. Thus, the Vitali-
n->°° n->°° B 
Hahn-Saks theorem applies, and the set function A on B given by 
A(B) = lim A (B) 
n 
n-*» 
is a complex measure, A << m. Thus, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, 
which applies since m is a-finite, there exists f e L"*"(S,5,m) so that 
A(B) = / f dm 
B 
for each B e B. Thus, 
lim J f dm = / f dm 
n-*» B B 




lim / f n x f i dm = / f x B dm. 
n->°° S S 
By the linearity of both the limit and the integral, it follows immedi­
ately that 
lim J f h dm = / f h dm 
n-*» S S 
for any complex-valued simple function h. Let g z L (S,S,m). We may 
suppose g is bounded on S, by altering g on a set of measure zero if 
necessary. Recall that given n > 0 we can find a complex-valued simple 
function h so that lie-hi < n. 
I I ^ I I Q O 
CO 
Let z > 0 be given and let g z L (S,S,m). By hypothesis, {II f ||J , is bounded. Let M > 0 be so that || f |L < M for every h > 1. 
II
 N H i
 n=i || n" 1 J 
Choose a complex-valued simple function h so that 
l | g - h IL < 
3 max {M,[f || } 
Now find N so that n > N implies 
/ f h dm - / f h dm| < e/3. 
S n S 
This can be done since h is a simple function. Now n > N implies 
/ f g dm - / fg dm 
S n S 
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< |J f ( g - h ) d m | + | / ( f - f ) h dm| + |J f ( h - g ) d m 
s n s n s 
n"l 
+ | / ( f h-fh)dm| + | |f I | |h-g 
0 0 
< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e. 
Thus, 
1im / f g dm = / f g dm. 
n-*» s n S 
CO 
But g e L (S,B,m) was arbitrary, so the proof is complete. 
The Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem has a number of applications in 
analysis, and it usually concerns results of considerable depth and 
subtlety. One such result, which we state here without proof, is the 
following: Suppose f -> f weakly in L^(S,£,m), where m is a a-finite 
measure . Then f -> f strongly if and only if f -> f in measure on 
n to J n 
every set B with m(B) < 00. In this result the necessity assertion is 
trivial since f -> f strongly certainly implies f -> f in measure on 
S. The sufficiency assertion is the deep one, and this is where the 
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